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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The focus of this study is on the U.S. Intelligence

Community -- a term understood by few, but affecting us all

in our personal and professional lives. The underlying

premise of the study is that due to increasingly scarce

resources, and the competition for them engendered by the

federal budgetary process, U.S. intelligence products will

become an even more important politico-military force multi-

plier in the coming years. The internal and external factors

which now threaten tQ diminish the U.S. Intelligence Comu-

munity's ability to continue to provide the President, the

Cabinet, the National Security Council, military commanders,

and all users of intelligence products with timely, accurate,

and useful data concerning the foreign environment are

explored in order to add to the public debate about an issue

of critical import.

Chief among the problems now facing the Intelligence

Community are its organization and management. The Intelli-

gence Community is composed of twelve or more relatively

independent agencies, departments, and elements in a loose

confederation undar the general guidance of the Director of

Central Intelligence (DCI). The DCI is at once the senior

intelligence advisor to the President and to the National

Security Council, the executive head of the Central Intelli-

gence Agency, and the leader and spokesman for the Intelli-

gence Community. Primarily due to limitations on the DCI's
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power and authority -- and the unwillingness of the Congress

and the American public -- to create a truly effective central

intelligence system in the United States, the DCI must manage

the resources of this comimunity of disparate activities as a

less-then-equal player in the political power structure. The

DCI, for example, is not a cabinet member, as are many of the

other individuals who "own" significant parts of the Intelli-

gence Community structure, and the overwhelming majority of

the U.S. intelligence budget resides in the budgets of larger

organizations beyond the DCI's direct control. Further com-

plicating the problem of management and the production of

intelligence analyses is the fact that many of the authorities

governing intelligence roles and missions are either duplica-

tive in some areas or vague in others. While the DCI may be

responsible for "national" intelligence in support of over-

arching needs of the government, other officials retain

operational or budgetary control over "departmental" intelli-

gence resources. Considering the fact that many of the

sources of both "national" and "departmental" intelligence

(as well as "tactical") are often the same, the DCI enjoys

few strong management mechanisms in terms of setting intelli-

gence priorities or directing the use of Intelligence

C 1 umunity resources. Many of the mechanisms now in place

consist of a variety of commnittees, boards, and centers which

came about as a result of the latest in a long list of reorgani-

zations of the Intelligence Community. It is hard to see how
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this latest reorganization has improved on the DCI's

ability -- indeed, the ability of the entire Intelligence

Ccmmunity -- to do the singularly unique job of providing

intelligence products in a timely and useful way.

The role of Congress is also explored, primarily from

the standpoint of the select committees which came into being

after the sensational disclosures of intelligence abuses of

power in recent years. These committees have taken an

active role in the "oversight" of intelligence activities by

becoming involved in intelligence resource allocation issues

and their attempts to pharter legally an Intelligence Community

which, with one minor exception, has continued tooperatein a

legal vacuum. Legislative charters for the Intelligence Com-

munity area highly charged emotional issue and,due to politi-

cal realities and day-to-day international tensions, most of

these attempts have foundered. Yet closely associated with

ill-fated attempts to charter the Intelligence Ccmmunity are

the concurrent attempts to provide legislative remedies for

the nagging problem of protecting intelligence sources and

methods from unauthorized disclosure.

The ways in which intelligence sources and methods are

threatened -- and the analyzed products produced from them

as well -- are as varied as are the uses of intelligence. In

order to be useful, intelligence must provide information

that is not available elsewhere and that information must be

made available to a multitude of policlmakers and other
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consumers at all levels of command and organization. This

combination of useful information and wide dissemination has

made intelligence products extremely vulnerable to the

ever-increasing phenomenon of leaking by officials in and

out of government. The study explores this phenomenon to

some extent and identifies the 1974 Hughes-Ryan Amendment to

the Foreign Assistance Act, the Freedom of Information Act

and the government-wide and much abused classification system

as unwitting accomplices which have added to the real and

imagined problems of keeping secrets secret in America.

The study concludes with a final chapter on how the

problem of unauthorized disclosures are investigated and the

dilemmas which arise in the courtroom and elsewhere when such

cases are brought to trial. The FBI, for example, often

refuses to investigate instances of leaking, primarily due to

the fact that to do so would mean that they would have few

resources left to do anything else. In the rare cases when

leaks are investigated, the Intelligence Commnunity must often

agree to declassify the information in question first. The

dilemmna then becomes one of deciding how much more sensitive

intelligence information must then be made public in order

to protect the sources and methods of the nation's secrets.

In the few cases which actually come to trial, additional

problems soon arise in that the government may be subject to

wgraymail" when a defendant uses federal discovery procedures

in order to introduce more classified information into open

v



court. The government has often sought a dismissal of the

case at this point rather than run the risk of further

damaging "national security."

Finally, the Espionage Laws are examined briefly in

order to highlight and illuminate the fact that these

anachronistic legal mechanisms provide little, if any, relief

to an Intelligence Community which suffers from the preception,

if not the reality, of no longer being able to protect its

sources and methods from unauthorized disclosured. In the

wake of this legal void, a number of administrative remedies

have been devised and implemented to stem the tide of leaks,

yet many of these measures either apply to only a small

fraction of the community of potential leakers or they create

yet other dilemmas in an open society which has been historic-

ally wary of secrecy.

The study ends on the somewhat positive note that

through all the organizational and legal permutations and

combinations which have affected the Intelligence Community,

intelligence products continue to be produced and disseminated

to the people who must have them. While the obstacles in

the path of continued intelligence producti~on are numerous

and certainly decrease the efficiency of the Intelligence

Community, most of the proposed solutions could, in fact,

create yet other dilemmas. It may be that living with these

obstacles and only attempting change at the margin must be

a " cost" which the Intelligence C- munity will have to bear

as it goes about the critically important business of provid-

ing the eyes and ears of the government abroad.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The importance of timely, accurate, and pertinent

foreign intelligence cannot be underestimated. Historical

examples abound wherein nations either failed to recognize

external threats to their security or neglected to establish

a streamlined organizational mechanism for determining them

in the first place. Intelligence collected, analyzed and

disseminated by the ubiquitous yet arcane U.S. Intelligence

Community - a term understood by few, but affecting us all -

will become a more critical cog in the foreign policy develop-

ment and implementation processes in the coming years. This

is predicated on the fact that intelligence will be increas-

ingly relied upon as a politico-military force multiplier as

the competition for scarce budget resources becomes keener.

Yet the possibility exists that the President, the Cabinet,

the National Security Council, military leaders, and field

commanders - all consumers and users of intelligence products -

may not continue to have an assured flow of this vital national

resource due to organizational and legal peculiarities now

affecting the U.S. Intelligence Community.

Intelligence is produced by the twelve or more acitivites

which currently comprise the Intelligence Community, a loose

confederation headed by the Director of Central Intelligence

(DCI). The DCI is at once the senior intelligence official
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of the nation, the titular leader and spokesman for the

intelligence community, and the executive head of the Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA). Over the years since the enactment

of the National Security Act of 1947 and the Central Intel-

ligence Agency Act of 1949, successive DCIs have regarded

and discharged these responsibilities in different ways. For

the most part, DCIs have tended to focus attention primarily

on the day-to-day management of the CIA leaving the management

of the larger Intelligence Community to the heads of the

agencies and activities concerned. This may have come about

for a variety of reasons, chief among them being the inherent

difficulties any DCI would face in attempting to orchestrate

the efforts of governmental activities without the benefit

of line - hire and fire - control. Yet each new DCI (there

have been five in the past seven years) has directed more and

more effort toward managing the Intelligence Community, a

community which extends far beyond the organizational limits

of the CIA.

Like most elements of the federal government, the Intel-

ligence Community has grown larger and larger; growth which

has further complicated and compounded the DCI's problems of

insuring that the aforementioned cons uers and users of

intelligence products continue to receive the best possible

intelligence support. Not only has the Intelligence Community

grown over the years, but it has also changed in structure

and composition as well. Each attempt to streamline the
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Intelligence Community has exacted a price which can best be

summarized as adding to the DCIs ability to control it in some

areas while concurrently clouding the issue of roles and

missions. In addition to the internal machinations of the

- I Executive Branch to organize an effective intelligence struc-

ture, the Legislative Branch has also become an active parti-

cipant in the process.

For the first time in our history, two committees in

Congress have been permanently established to "oversee" the

nation's intelligence apparatus. Congress is not only deeply

involved in the budget allocation processes of the Intelligence

Community, it has also become an important consumer and critic

of its products. The ability of the DCI to satisfy the many

and varied needs of its consumers arnd constituents is further

compounded by the myriad laws, executive orders and adminis-

trative regulations which purport to govern the Intelligence

Community.

Although the DCI is charged by law for the protection

of intelligence sources and methods, leaking and other forms

of unauthorized disclosure have added to his problems in that

few statutes adequately allow for the prosecution of persons

- 9 who decide to compromise sensitive materials. The DCI and

the Intelligence Community, however, are not entirely without

recourse in their battle to stem what appears to be an ever-

increasing tide of unauthorized disclosures. Certain attempts

to allow the DCI to carry out his statutory responsibility for

:3



the protection of intelligence sources and methods have

worked quite well; others have often resulted in the Intel-

ligence Community looking foolish, incompetent, or vindictive.

The heart of the controversy is how to balance the public's

right to be informed about important national and international

events while concurrently insuring that the minimum level of

secrecy and security needed to conduct intelligence activities

is maintained.

The purpose of this study is to illuminate some of the

complex organizational and legal issues surrounding this nation's

continued ability to produce intelligence products. While

all three branches of government have certain responsibilities

which at least peripherally relate to the production of

intelligence analyses, discussion centers on how management

is accomplished in the Executive and Legislative Branches -

and whether such management helps, hinders, or is otherwise

neutral in assisting the Intelligence Community with its

singularly uinique task of providing "adequate" analyses to the

people and organizations which must have them. As will be

seen later on, the judiciary affects the production of intel-

ligence products through the interpretation and application

of certain laws. But as this paper is completed in the Spring

of 1980, few required laws affecting the business of intelligence

most notably laws relating to clear charters for the Intelligence

Community and the safeguarding of the sources and methods upon

which intelligence analyses are based, are on the books.
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Indeed, most of the required laws, in the opinion of the

author, are still in the formulation arnd negotiation stage

and may never be enacted.

In attempting to examine the multitude of organizational

and legal issues surrounding the nation's ability to

continue to obtain and use inteligence products, it has

become apparent that many of these issues could, in and of

themselves, become the basis for individual case studies.

Such an approach was rejected, perhaps at the cost of a

deeper and more thorough-going analysis of certain of these

problems, in order to present a fuller picture of the magni-

tude of the problems now facing the U.S. Intelligence Ccuumlunity.

This macrocosmic approach is intended to inform the non-

intelligence community of individuals and organizations who

use, indeed, depend on, intelligence products in their daily

lives, of just a few of the myriad problems of intelligence

management in our open and democratic society and to thus add

to the public debate on a subject of critical importance. It

is concurrently hoped that this paper will also highlight and

illuminate problems which may spark further study by intelli-

gence professionals, in the Executive as well as Legislative

Branches, which, in the end, will result in improving the

likelihood that the U.S. Intelligence Community can continue

to provide a unique service to the nation.
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CHAPTER II

THE U.S. INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

Interest in Intelligence

Within the United states, and perhaps elsewhere, the

term "intelligence" carries with it certain emotional over-

tones. To those caught up in the growing fear that the nation

is inexorably moving to the conservative right, concern

centers on the amount of power the federal government has

aggregated unto itself - and what that may portend in terms

of civil liberties and abuses of intelligence power. 1At the

other end of the poltiical spectrum, attention is focused on

the proliferation of rules, regulations, and laws which appear

to so threaten and restrict intelligence activities that they

will become hamstrung and ineffective. 2 The debate tends to

obscure a real issue for the majority of citizens, in and out

of government, who fall somewhere in between: how well do

U.S. intelligence activities serve the needs of the nation?

Considering the size, nature, and function of the

federal bureaucracy, perhaps nowhere is there more truth in

the cliche that knowledge is power than as it is applied to

the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of govern-

ment. 3  If knowledge is power, it must share the limelight

with money: who gets a piece of the half-trillion dollar

federal budget, and how they spend it, is a primary activity

in official Washington. In this system, the role played by
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the U.S. Intelligence Community is critical: they often

provide, deny, interpret, and misinterpret information (i.e.,

knowledge) concerning the international arena which is then

used as an input into the foreign policy development and

implementation processes of the U.S. government. And

occasionally seemingly egregious errors directly or indirectly

result in turmoil throughout the intelligence bureaucracy.

On November 11, 1978, for example, President Carter

sent a letter to then Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, the

Assistant for National Security Affairs Zbigniew Brzezinski,

and to Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) Stansfield

Turner, that stated that he was ". . . dissatisfied with

the quality of political intelligence. "5 The President's

letter, of course, stemmed from the revolution which had just

occurred in Iran, most notably the Intelligence Community's

so-called failure to predict the strength and resolve of the

Islamic nationalists opposed to the continued rule of Shah

Mohammed Reza Pahlavi. Regardless of whether there was an

"intelligence failure,"6 the President's letter necessitated,

inter alia, yet another review of the organization, mission,

and functions of the U.S. Intelligence Community. But failures

notwithstanding, interest in intelligence activities has been

charachteristic of our society for some time. Former DCI

William E. Colby states why:

Rock stars, international jetsetters, and even
such subjects as environment, future food shortages,
and energy seem to rise to top billing and then fall
as public attention wanes and turns to other things.

7
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But the Central Intelligence Agency is a
perennial, from the Bay of Pigs in 1961 through
the national student association [sic] exposure
in 1967, Watergate in 1972, and the frenzy of
1975 about domestic activities, assassination
plots, coups and secret wars.

Spy novels have attracted readers for decades.
The atmosphere of intrigue fascinates with its
mixture of hidden influence and ruthless power,
and seeing in the 7open what was hidden so long
seizes attention.

Mr. Colby correctly equates public interest in intelligence

* activities with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), rather

than with the Intelligence Community. And therein lies the

first problem: intelligence activity has come to be synono-

mous with the CIA in the public mind and, to some extent' in

the private view as well. Yet there are at least eleven other

departments, agencies, elements which participate in the

intelligence process in one way or another and are a part of

the Intelligence Community. Further compounding the problem

of understanding - and managing - the Intelligence Community

is the fact that although its antecedents can be traced back

to the World War II Office of Strategic Services, to the post-

war Central Intelligence Group, and to the intelligence com-

ponents of the Army, Navy, and State Department, it has under-

gone rather continuous change and reorganization since those

8times. In its current configuration, the Intelligence

Community is just a. little over two yQacs old and, in terms of

management, oversight, and administration, nothing even remotely

similar to it exists in the federal bureaucracy. Whether or
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not recent events result in another reorganization, it seems

useful to explain what now exists, how intelligence analyses

are managed considering the de facto and de Jure forces extant

in the bureaucratic environment, and to suggest factors which

deserve consideration in the future.

A prerequisite to understanding the Intelligence

Community - and the types of analytical products it produces-

is an understanding of the "intelligence cycle.049 The Joint

Chiefs of Staff define the "intelligence cycle" as the "steps

by which information is assembled, converted into intelligence,

and made available to users." 10l The importance of definitions

cannot be underestimated in the federal bureaucracy in general,

and in the Intelligence Comm unity specifically: they are the

critical inputs used to determine which agency performs what

mission, and hence can lay claim to people, programs, and

other resources through the budgetary process. 1

Intelligence Production Responsibilities
and Anomalies

Over the years the author has had the opportunity to

make niuerous presentations to public and private groups on

various aspects of the intelligence profession. The audiences

have been varied, ranging from mid-career civilian and military

officers attending the Defense Intelligence School to graduate

students majoring in international security studies. Although

the level of knowledge about the Intelligence Community can

probably be described as moderate to very low, invariably a

single factor became apparent during the presentations: in
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all cases a significant amount of erroneous preconception or

misperception was evident. Whan asked what the "Intelligence

Community" included, most audiences responded with CIA, the

Federal Bureau of Investigation, and perhaps even the Defense

Intelligence Agency. Some of the more sophisticated groups

occassionally added the National Security Agency (without

knowing that it was a part of the Department of Defense). In

no case was the entire composition of the Intelligence Comn-

* munity mentioned. This may not seem surprising considering

the real or imagined cloak of secrecy which has surrounded

the intelligence process in America over the years, yet

numerous unclassified sources of information on this subject

have been, and continue to be, readily available. 12 Also,

as David Wise sarcastically states, the term "Intelligence

Community" is viewed as a "homey phrase that conjures up

visions of neatly trimmed lawns and outdoor barbecues."13

It is far from that. In its most formal sense, the Intelligence

Community consists of the following:

Independent Agency

The Central Intelligence Agency

Departmental Intelligence Elements (non-DOD)

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of the Treasury
Drug Enforcement Agency
Department of Energy
Department of State

10



Department of Defense (DOD) Intelligence Elements

Defense Intelligence Agency
National Security Agency
Army Intelligence
Navy Intelligence (including marine Corps)
Air Force intelligence
The offices within the DOD for the collection

of specialized national foreign intelligence
through reconnaissance programs

Staff Offices of the Director of Central Intelligence

Intelligence Community Staff 14

The purpose of listing these components of the Intelligence

Community does not stem from some subliminal urge to set the

record straight, but rather to highlight and illuminate the

diverse nature of this complex, perhaps even labyrinthine,

bureaucratic beast. No one need be a student of government

or even organizational behavior to begin to comprehend how

such a "commnunity" consisting of relatively independent agencies

having literally thousands of employees, on the one hand, to

tiny parts of other large departments, with just a few indi-

viduals engaged in the intelligence process, on the other

hand, will have immense and inherent management problems from

the outset.

More important than numbers of employees is the fact

that some intelligence agencies, departments and activities

have more or less total responsibility for the full panoply

of topics on which intelligence must be produced, while other

components of this loose confederation have significantly

lesser responsibilities.

11
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The CIA, for example, has the responsibility to "produce

and disseminate foreign intelligence relating to the national

security, including foreign political, economic, scientific,

technical, military, geographic and sociological intelligence

to meet the needs of the President, the NSC, and other elements

of the United States Government."1 The Department of State

is charged with production and dissemination of foreign intel-

ligence having to do with U.S. foreign policy which the

Secretary needs to carry out his responsibilities, while the

r Department of the Treasury must produce foreign intelligence

F relating to economic policy that the Secretary of that depart-

ment requires in the performance of his statutory duties. 
16

The Secretary of Defense, on the othr hand, is respon-

* sible for the production of foreign military and military-

related intelligence information which includes scientific,

technical, political, geographic, and economic data that he

needs to do his job.1 And finally, the Director of the FBI

"produces and disseminates foreign intelligence, counter-

intelligence, and counterintelligence studies and reports. "
18

The point of the foregoing sample of intelligence pro-

duction responsibilites, as abstruse as it may seem, is that

the assignment of production tasks may be construed as either

positive or negative depending on your organizational interests

and frame of reference. The nuber of competing centers of

intelligence analysis extent in the Intelligence Community

should insure objectively different points of view; yet they

12



also compound the problems of management. That job falls

squarely on the shoulders of the Director of Central Intel-

ligence who is, afterall, the nation' s senior intelligence

19
analyst. But before examining the mechanisms available

to him to oversee the production of intelligence analyses

throughout the government, it is necessary to briefly return

to definitions, this time to three generic types of intelli-

gence: national, departmental, and tactical.

National, Departmental, and
Tactical Intelligence

Depending on the context of usage, the term "intelligence"

* may mean (a) information, that is, some form of assessed data;

(b) the assets used to collect and evaluate that data: and

(c) the process by which data is collected and evaluated. Yet

* any definition of intelligence as an assessed product must be

considered in terms of how the ultimate recipient - the

policymaker - uses it. As can be seen from the sumimary of

some of the analytical tasks assigned to the various components

of the Intelligence Community, the uses of their individual

or corporate analyses differ substantially.

"National" intelligence, for example, can be construed

to mean those analytical products which cover broad aspects

of national policy to the extent that it transcends the needs

and exclusive competence of departments and agencies to carry

out their overall missions. "Departmental" intelligence, as

the name implies, is that analytical data required by a

department or agency to accomplish its assigned mission.
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"Tactical" intelligence concerns data about the strength,

disposition, composition, and capabilities or military

forces - to include such planning information as weather and

geography - that military commanders require to plan for,

and conduct, military operations. 20 These definitions are

simplified, of course, but they underscore the problem of

overlap and duplication that exists within and among intel-

ligence analytical centers. Just as a reconnaissance photo-

graph of a column of Soviet tanks moving across the German

Democratic Republic would be of obvious interest to U.S.

military commanders in Europe, so to would it be of interest

to various officials at the Department of Defense level, to

include the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It is also not hard to

conceive of scenarios where this same photograph would

attract the attention of the National Security Council - and

perhaps even that of the President.

The fact that the means used to collect and produce

intelligence in order to satisfy national, departmental, and

tactical intelligence requirements are often the same further

complicates the problem of managing intelligence analyses.

The President has given the DCI "full responsibility for

production and dissemination of national foreign intelligence

and . . . (the) authority to levy analytical tasks on depart-

mental production organizations." 21 But yet at the same time,

the Secretary of Defense, in addition to satisfying his own

departmental intelligence requirements, must "conduct programs
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and missions necessary to fulfill national and tactical

intelligence programs," as well.2 one might logically con-

clude that the all-encompassing nature of the DCI's respon-

sibility for national intelligence would also include

- r responsibility for managing departmental and tactical

intelligence production. But that is not the case.

Management, in this sense, is not line authority over people

and assets, but rather the responsbility to insure that the

* hierarchial needs of all intelligence users are satisfied.

The Department of Defense, concerned that the DCI may not be

sensitive enough to this "national-tactical" interface, created

yet another category of intelligence activity known as

"intelligence-related activities." ,23

Intelligence-Related Activities. Intelligence-related

activites are defined by the Department of Defense as follows:

. . .those activities outside the Consolidated
Defense Intelligence Program which: respond to
operational commander's tasking for time-sensitive
information on foreign enemies; respond to
national intelligence community tasking of sys-
tems whose primary mission is support to operating
forces; train personnel for intelligence duties;
provide an intelligence reserve; or are devoted
to research and develgment of intelligence or
related capabilities.

As such, intelligence-related activities again complicate the

DCI's management responsibilities for the production of

national intelligence in that these assets may not be res-

ponsive to him if the collection and analytic tasks levied

on them are not primarily responsive to the needs of military

commanders at the same time. one can only rhetorically wonder
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if the time-sharing of intelligence assets across the full

spectrum of national, departmental, and tactical - to include

intelligence-related - consumer needs is the best, or most

efficient, system that can be devised.
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CHAPTER III

PROBLEMS OF INTELLIGENCE MANAGEMENT
AND ORGANIZATION

It is important to again stress that while the term

"management" includes all facets of intelligence activity

supervision, emphasis is placed herein only on the factors

which contribute to, or retard, the production of intelligence

analyses. For this reason the functions of the President's

Intelligence Oversight Board, Intelligence Community Inspectors

General and General Counsels, as well as the Attorney General,

all of which have significant responsibilities for questions

concerning the legality of propriety of intelligence activities,

will only be peripherally treated in later sections of this

paper. These mechanisms came into being, or were strengthened,

primarily as a result of the abuses of power attributed to the

Intelligence Community in the past; however, they have few,

if any, direct responsibilities for that aspect of intelligence

activity having perhaps the greatest potential for future

abuse: the quality of intelligence analysis. This comment

is based on the observation that "...the adequacy of intel-

ligence (has) narrowed American policy choices." In speaking

of the importance of knowing the dangers extant in the inter-

national system, Senator Malcolm Wallop, a member of the Senate

Select Committee on Intelligence, pointedly draws the following

analogy between the quality of intelligence analyses and

abuses: "What intelligence abuse could be greater than the
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failure to warn the American people . . . ?" Of all the

means and mechanisms used to manage the production of intel-

ligence, the President is by far the most important and

influential.

The Role of the President

Although not usually considered in many discussions of

the Intelligence Community, the President, as the chief

executive, must be considered tobe at the top of the structure.

The President heads the National Security Council which,

inter alia, "is the highest Executive Branch entity that pro-

vides review of, guidance for, and direction of all national

foreign intelligence and counterintelligence activities."
3

Moreover, the President nominates the DCI and is largely res-

ponsible for determining the mission, organization, and
4

fuctions of the Intelligence Community. And considering that

the ultimate function of the Intelligence Community, as a

service and support activity of government, is the satisfac-

tion of information needs, then the needs of the President,

it may be argued, probably take precedence over all others

in a de facto, if not de lure, sense. The fact that the

products of the Intelligence Community will be directly

influenced by the perception - if not the statement - of

what the President's needs may be necessitates an explanation

of how these needs, as well as those of lesser users of

intelligence products, are articulated and acted upon. Within

the National Security Council, the Policy Review Committee

(PRC) plays a critical role in this regard.
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The Policy Review Committee

When meeting on intelligence matters, the NSC Policy

Review Committee is chaired by the DCI and consists of the

following members: the vice President; the Secretaries of

State, Defense, and Treasury; the President's Assistant for

National Security Affairs; and the Chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. Other agency heads or individuals, such

as the Attorney General or the Director, Office of Manage-

ment and Budget, may be invited to specific meetings depend-

ing on the subject matter to be discussed. This committee

plays a central role in the management of intelligence

analyses as it: sets national foreign intelligence require-

ments and priorities; reviews the intelligence budget in terms

of adequacy in meeting the foregoing requirments and priori-

ties; and performs a quality control function by evaluating

resultant intelligence products. 5

Requirements and Priorities. The importance of establish-

ing requirements and priorities cannot be underestimated: they

determine, at least in theory, the focus of Intelligence Cam-

munity efforts - and thus play curcial roles in the formulation

of the national foreign intelligence program budget - the means

by which information needs are transformed into plans, programs,

and human activity.6

The immenstty and difficulty of this task becomes

somewhat clearer by understanding the fact that since the
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the foreign policy of the United States is g lobal in nature,

so too are the supporting analytical tasks assigned to the

Intelligence Community. At the most simplistic level, the

reader is encouraged to think about this problem in terms

of a basic matrix listing all of the countries of the world

* I across the horizontal axis of the matrix, while the vertical

* axis consists of the infinite variety of problem sets and

subsets representing all of the various types of political,

military, economic, scientific, and sociological subjects

which could conceivably be of interest to the users of intel-

ligence at all levels of government organization. The

foregoing should not be construed to portray accurately the

process used by the PRC to set Intelligence Community require-

ments and priorities, but to only underscore the magnitude

of the problem at hand.

The concept of assigning the highest level consumers of

intelligence analyses - the members of the PRC - the task of

determining Intelligence Community requirements and priorities

is new, having only been initiated with the Carter Administra-

tion's reorganization of the Intelligence Community in January

1978. Prior to that time, the Community generally

established the focus of its efforts internally. Intelligence

professionals, thought to be more familiar with the capabili-

ties and limitations of intelligence programs and systems,

had traditionally disdained the concept of allowing "outsiders"

to set the priorities which would guide, control, and oversee
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intelligence production. President Carter changed that

long-standing tradition by charging his PRC with the task-

and gave them budgetary control to insure that their respon-

sibility also had the requisite authority to make it work.

But has anything really changed?

As can be seen from the PRC's membership, next to the

President they are the nation's most important users of

intelligence analyses - they are the policymatkers - certainly

they should have a voice in determining what intelligence

analyses they must have. But priorities do not automatically

result in "good" intelligence products. And judging from the

President's letter quoted earlier, as well from recent events

in Afghanistan, the highest level intelligence consumers do

not seem to have established a better track record than the

professional intelligence officers formerly discharging this

responsibility. It then would seem that in order to make

this responsibility more efficient, the PRC members must

become more intimately familiar with the capabilities and

limitations of Intelligence Community programs, and they must

also become more aware of how their intelligence requirements

and priorities are translated into actual activities designed

to collect raw, unevaluated data, how such programs are

implemented, and how the resultant products are evaluated.

Considering the magnitude of the other responsibilities of the

PRC members, whether or not they have the time, inclincation,

or ability to absorb such knowledge is problematical at best.
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Chief among the other concerns at this level of intel-

ligence management are the unknowns that exist in attempting

to equate and relate intelligence requirements and priorities

to the intelligence budget; and the methodology used to

determine and evaluate the "quality" of intelligence products

before, rather than after, an "intelligence failure." Perhaps

most importantly, the DCI may be at an inherent disadvantage

when chairing this committee in that he is nota cabinet member

nor a statutory member of the NSC, as are most of the other

participants. This situation is exacerbated by the probability

* that perhaps as much as three-fourths of the intelligence

budget is included in Department of Defense programs -and at

* least the "intelligence-related" items are beyond the manage-

ment control of the DCI. 
7

The National Intelligence Tasking Center

Recognizing the predominant role of collection in the

intelligence process, the President created the National

Intelligence Tasking Center (NITC), under the control and

direction of the DCI and gave it the responsibility to trans-

late the requirements and priorities developed by the PRC

into specific collection objectives and targets. The NITC

was also given the responsibility of assigning these objectives

and targets to the organizations which control national

intelligence collection systems needed to satisfy them. 8The

NITC, as a collection management activity, can then be seen

as impacting on the production of intelligence analyses in
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one of the most critical ways of all: it is charged with

controlling and directing the analysts' sources of raw

material. The intelligence analyst - the principal individual

responsible for meeting the needs of both high and low level

users of intelligence - can then be viewed from the perspec-

tive of being rather heavily, if not totally, dependent on

how well the collector interprets consumer needs, on how well

he successfully tasks the systems needed to produce unevaluated

data, and on how well he supplies it to the analyst. And this

situation obtains before the analyst even begins to think about

drawing conclusions about world events. If this system of

consumer/collector/analyst interaction operated as conceived

in the abstract, perhaps there would be little cause for con-

cern. But among other things, Congress approved only about

half of the personnel required to manage this critical cog in

the intelligence process and, not unexpectedly, the NITC has

had concomitant bureaucratic problems from the very beginning.

Certainly the quality of intelligence analysis has not improved

in the process. 9Although not a formal part of the President's

January 1978 reorganization of the Intelligence Community,

the National Foreign Assessment Center (NFAC) must also be

considered a central actor in the lineup of Executive Branch

intelligence management mechanisms.

The National Foreign Assessment Center

As stated earlier, the DCI has near total responsibility

for the production of national foreign intelligence. This
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responsibility transcends the analytical activities undertaken

by the CIA: it applies to the entire spectrum of analytical

capabilities throughout the Intelligence Community. To dis-

charge this responsibility, the DCI created the National

Foreign Assessment Center to organize, manage, and oversee

the production of national intelligence.

In essence, the National Foreign Assessment Center

represents a consolidation of the extant National Intelligence

Officer structure with the production elements within the CIA.

Interestingly, the NFAC is concerned primarily with producing

estimative, as opposed to descriptive, national intelligence

products. The director of this Center is also responsible,

through the DCI, for liaison with the NSC, the Cabinet, the

Congress, the entire Executive Branch, and even the public,

on matters of substantive national foreign intelligence. 12

But at least in a de jure sense, the NFAC would not seem to

have any responsibility for an input into the development

of intelligence requirements and priorities, nor the control

and tasking of the means and mechanisms used to collect the

raw data needed to produce intelligence products. And con-

sidering bureaucratic behavior and institutional proclivities,

as well as how various components within the Intelligence

Coumunity view their responsibilities to contribute to their

own departmental intelligence needs, the potential for problems

in taksing non-CIA analytical centers in support of national

intelligence suggests that the whole concept of a national
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assessment center requires further thought and consideration.

In this regard, the National Foreign Intelligence Board (NFIB)

can be considered yet another mechanism which both helps and

hinders the production of national intelligence.

The National Foreign Intelligence Board

[ The National Foreign Intelligence Board, composed of the

f senior representatives of the Intelligence Community, serves

the DCI in an advisory capacity relative to the production

of national intelligence, the level and content of the intel-

ligence budget, and on other matters of common concern. 1

In effect, the NFIB is the Intelligence Community's corporate

board of directors - or, more appropriately, its board of

Itvisohre atha differce betweenit Inteigence mmunity.

advisohr athas noffrmale Cotwemunterorgnne authrity.

components concerning judgment and opinion contained in

national intelligence products are raised and, hopefully,

resolved. Although this Board can only be as effective as the

DCI will allow it to, the DCI is specifically responsible for

ensuring "that diverse points of view are considered fully

and that differences in judgment within the Intelligence Comu-

munity are brought to the attention of policymakers." 14

Until a few years ago, dissenting opinion was contained

in footnotes to the analytical text of national intelligence

estimates that camne before the NFIB for consideration. Like

most bureaucratic organizations, the NFIB strove for common

consensus in its estimates in order to portray a unified
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opinion to the policymakers for whom the estimates were

drawn. Yet senior intelligence officials often viewed the

world, and the events which could occur in the international

system, through differing organizational prisms. As more and

more dissent began to appear in estimates -and it should be

pointed out that while some dissent was honestly conceived,

other footnotes to the text took on at least the appearance

of being drafted in support of institutional rather than

national policies - a dramatic change took place: dissenting

opinion was included into the text itself. 15  Considering

the fact that national intelligence estimates are normally

quite lengthy in nature, and that the policymakers who receive

them probably have limited time to review them, this change

has tended to obscure, if not cloud, the entire estimative

process. Whether this system now provides enough visibility

to dissenting opinion - thus lending objectivity to the

analytical process - is a question which would seem to demand

reexamination. In other words, do national intelligence

products, in fact, reflect the best analytical evidence

available throughout the Intelligence Community and is it

provided in the most convenient and readable form? The current

DCI, in describing how he carries out his responsibility for

the production of national intelligence, says that once a

draft analytical product is prepared by the Intelligence

Community and submnitted to the'NFIB for reivew "1. . . at that

point the one-man system comes in, because I decide, I sign
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for it, I vouch for it. .,16(emphasis added). So it

would seem that while the DCI continues to meet the intent of

his charter to provide the policymaking community with both

agreed-to estimates as well as dissenting opinion, whether

the spirit of that charter is being met becomes a highly

controversial and sensitive question. The final element of

Executive Branch management mechanisms involved in the func-

tion of intelligence analysis is the relatively new Review

Panel.

The Review Panel

The concept of having non-intelligence experts, with

theoretically no policy preferences to support nor organiza-

tional ties to color their objectivity, review the products

of the Intelligence Community, is certainly not new.

Various permutations and combinations have been attempted over

the years and most of these efforts have not noticeably or

significantly aided the Intelligence Community discharge its

unique and complex tasks. The current Review Panel consists

of three individuals with backgrounds in foreign affairs,
17

international relations, and political science. While it

seems too early to determine how well this panel, which

replaced the now defunct President's Foreign Intelligence

Advisory Board, will affect the long term quality of intelli-

gence analyses, it does raise the issue of the need for

further quality control efforts from outside the Intelligence

Community if for no other reason than logic suggests that a

one-man system requires an honest broker.
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While it is beyond the scope of this paper to examine

all of the attempts to utilize non-intelligence community

experts to balance the estimative conclusions of professional

* I intelligence officers, it is somewhat instructive to review

briefly the most widely publicized attempt at outside analysis:

the so-called "A Team - B Team" experiment in competitive

* analysis. This experiment brought together a distinguished

group of former intelligence professionals, academics, and

other individuals with national reputations as experts in

- I Soviet affairs. The purpose of the experiment was to provide

this group withexactly thesame data that was available to the

* Intelligence Community in order to estimate Soviet strategic

force levels and objectives. 18  Not unexpectedly, the team

of outside experts arrived at rather starkly different con-

clusions than did the Intelligence Community insiders. The

point here is not re-analyze the conclusions of either group,

but to draw the observation that, at the bottom line, the

Intelligence Community, policymakers, and the public profited

I from the experiment as it added information to the public

dialogue about an issue that is still being debated. More

specifically and narrowly, it forced the Intelligence Community

analysts to rethink their methods and conclusions. It seems

useful to look at some of the reasons why the outsiders

reached such different conclusions from the insiders. They

were, in the opinion of two former "'B Team" members:
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...free from bureaucratic and institutional
factors that tend to reduce conclusions to the
low common denominator dictated by an 'agreed
intelligence' report, which in the final analysis
cannot remain totally insensitive to the frame-
work of Administration policy . . . it was (also)
free to address and bring into its product the
type of historical, social and political analysis
seldom found, at least explicitly, in nati?§al
itelligence estimates of strategic forces.

Although the "A Team - B Team" experiment did, in fact, result

in certain revisions of the estimate prepared by the intelli-

gence professionals, the value of the experiment as a mech-

anism to improve intelligence products was soon over-shadowed

by the plethora of leaks and other unauthorized disclosures

which became public as each side sought to justify its positions.

The atmosphere of acrimony and recrimination which soon

followed has thus diminished the probability of the institu-

tionalization of such experiments in the future - and the

Intelligence Community, the policymakers, and the public would

all seem to be the losers as a result. 20
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CHAPTER IV

THE CONGRESSIONAL CONNECTION

Over the years, Congressional interest in the Intelligence

Community has dramatically changed. Less than 10 years ago a

few men in Congress were privy to the innermost workings of the

Intelligence Community. Vitenau, Watergate, and the sensational

investigations and revelations of the Pike and Church Commit-

tees just a few short years ago changed all that.1 For the

first time in the history of the United States, permanent

select committees on intelligence have been established in

the House and the Senate. The resolutions which established

these committees to oversee and manage the activities of the

Intelligence Community include specific language relating to

the quality of intelligence analyses - and, by extension,

Congress has chosen to become interested and responsible for

some of the factors which improve or retard the production

of these analyses. Although David Wise was referring to covert

operations when he said that "the ostrich era is over," his

comment applies equally to the fact that a new age has dawned

wherein Congress has assumed some of the responsibility with4

the Executive for insuring that the Intelligence Community is

able to produce the kinds of products needed by decisionmakers

at all levels.3 Yet this newly found responsibility is not

without its perils, pitfalls, and tensions. William R. Corson

describes the situation in the following words:
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The future of American intelligence is beset with
uncertainties and several as yet uncontemplated
problems. Much more is at stake than the histori-
cal battles among the intelligence community members
for dominance over one another; rather, it is a
battle among the president, the intelligence com-
munity, and . . . the Congress over who will actu-
ally control the entire intelligence community.
This battle - which, as the record shows, has been
building for many years - is now upon us.

It is a complex battle whose dimensions have
attracted little public attention, but which go
to the heart of the question concerning the
ability of the intelligence community to produce
the kinds and amount of intelligence the president
needs to conduct 4national policy in a coherent and
rational manner.

The tone and tenor of Senator Daniel K. Inouye's first

annual report to the Senate on the work of the permanent Select

Committee on Intelligence amply demonstrates that Congressional

interest in intelligence activities need not be confrontational,

but could be cooperative if a measure of trust existed between

the Congress and the Intelligence Community. 5Trust is the

critical element in this relationship as it implies that

Congress can obtain - and protect - the sensitive intelligence

materials that it must have not only to oversee intelligence

activities, but also to perform its constitutional role of

helping to shape the foreign policy of the United States.

Senator Brich Bayh, the previous chairman of the Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence, has described his committee's role

as thus requiring "full access to all information relating to

intelligence activities." 6 But the atmosphere of trust and

comity that so newly characterizes the relationship between

the Congress and the Intelligence Community is, to some extent,
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dependent on a number of crucial actions on the part ofii Congress in the coming months and years. The actions which

directly or indirectly affect the continued ability of the

Intelligence Community to produce intelligence analyses are

described below.

Charters Legislation

As the establishing resolutions of the two intelligence

committees of Congress state, the role of Congress is far more

than enacting restrictive legislation and castigating the

Intelligence Community when "intelligence failures" occur.

As described earlier, the Intelligence Community is an

organiztional labyrinth with some components having severely

overlapping missions and functions. In other cases, respon-

sibility for certain intelligence and intelligence-related

activities is obscure or not clearly assigned, but left to

the individual components of the Intelligence Community to

work out for themselves. The National Security Act of 1947

created the CIA and provided it with something of a "legal"

charter. Yet thirty-three years have passed and the role of

the CIA has changed in many significant ways. Perhaps more

importantly, a large and powerful Intelligence Community has

come into being which now includes a dozen or more components,

* each vying for resources which become scarcer with each budget

cycle. 7With the exception of the Foreign intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978, the 1974 Hughes-Ryan Amendment to the
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Foreign Assistance Act, and the FY 1979-1981 intelligence

budget authorization bills, the legislative record of the

Congress in dealing with pressing intelligence issues is

indeed sparse. This record, says William Corson, "

*shows a curious thirty-year lag in the agreed to, but never

genuinely achieved, central intelligence system."8

Recognizing the need for the passage of clear, concise,

* realistic, and pragmatic legislated charters for all agenices,

components, and elements of the Intelligence Community, the

Senate Select Committee introduced a bill in the last Congress

to totally restructure the Community (the House of Representa-

tives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence introduced

companion legislation, as well). 9  Known as the National

Intelligence Act of 1978, this bill was introduced in a variety

of forms only to eventually languish and die since the Church

Committee finished its investigations of the Intelligence

Community in 1976. 10 Although the editors of the Wall Street

Journal correctly stated that this bill did not "

address the funadmental issues of what intelligence does the

U.S. need and how is the U.S. to acquire it," and that

of...the time spent fine-tuning the bill . . . has permitted

more important facts about the nation's intelligence capabili-

ties, or lack thereof" to be better understood, they have

failed to understand that clear charters are a first priority

and a prerequisite to improving the quality of intelligence

analyses. 11Although this first attempt to lay out a
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comprehensive legislative framework for the Intelligence

Community did not succeed, Congress continued to grapple

with the problem of legal charters, organization and over-

sight of the Intelligence Community. A number of Intelligence

bills have, in fact, been introduced in the current Congress

yet as this paper is completed in the Spring of 1980 the

likelihood of a passage of any comprehensive measure seems dim

at best. 12  The reasons for this Congressional inaction are

many and varied, yet in addition to election year- politics,

the CIA - as well as the rest of the ubiquitous Intelligence

Community - has been viewed as hamstrung by the few legislated

restraints which affect its operations. This is particularly

true in the aftermath of the revolution in Iran and the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, events which have, inter alia,

signaled that the reality, if not the perception, of an

Intelligence Community organized and bounded by law, will not

be accepted by a public which now chooses to "unshackle" its

intelligence arm. 13  The ill-fated story of dead-end attempts

to legally charter the U.S. Intelligence Commnunity has another

side to it though, and that concerns the various attempts

which have been made to include within such charter legislation

increased power to protect the extremely sensitive sources,

methods and data upon which all intelligence analyses depend. 14

Sources and Methods. The DCI, being responsible for the

production of national foreign intelligence, is concurrently

responsible for the protection of sources and methods used by the
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Intelligence Community as it goes about the task of convert-
15

ing raw data into analyzed final products. Obviously,

if the sources and methods of intelligence production cannot

be adequately protected, resultant current analyses will be

affected and the efficacy of future analyses will be threat-

ened as well. The ways in which intelligence sources and

methods are jeopardized are as varied as are the potential

remedies. Leaks by individuals in all branches of the govern-

ment have become endemic, the ancient art of espionage shows

no sign of abatement, the classification system is abused,

and the continued ability of the Intelligence Community to

16
produce intelligence is diminished as sources dry up. The

Director of Central Intelligence sums up the problem of]

unauthorized disclosures of sensitive intelligence information

this way:

I have come into the habit of screening the
press clips first thing every morning. I almost
hold my breath until I know if today's disclosures
include some of our sensitive sources of intelli-
gence. (emphasis added)

Sometimes it comes as a leak, sometimes from the
forced testimony of one of our officers in court,
and sometime17 from the subpoena of a document or
notes. ...

But stopping the problem of unauthorized disclosure through

legislation (or any other way, for that matter) is not as

simple as it might initially appear. The attempted prosecu-

tion of leakers and spies under existing statutes has given

rise to a whole new set of problems - and new laws - which

balance our society's need for openness with workable laws
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which protect valid secrets - are now being considered by

the Congress.18 The final chapters review the nature of

the problem of maintaining secrecy in a democracy and the

dilemmas which arise when current laws or administrative

actions are invoked to stem what appears to be an ever-

increasing tide of public disclosure of sensitive intelli-

gence data.
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CHAPTER V

THE PROBLEM OF KEEPING SECRETS SECRET

The foregoing chapters have briefly considered some of

the more visible and important internal organizational roles

and missions dilemmas now confronting the Intelligence Com-

munity and impeding intelligence analyses. The role of

Congress was touched upon from the perspective of past and

current efforts to update, amend, or replace those sections

of the National Security Act of 1947 that relate to the re-

sponsibi lities and authorities that continue to af fect the

Intelligence Community today. The final chapters examine the

other side of the intelligence coin: the factors external to

the Intelligence Community which may also threaten its ability

to produce timely, accurate, and useful intelligence products.

These factors are generally subsumed under the overall rubric

of protecting intelligence sources and methods and include

such phenomena as leaking, the Freedom of Information Act,

the Hughes-Ryan Amendment to the 1974 Foreign Assistance Act,

and the government-wide classification system.

The Need for Secrecy

Contrary to the prevalent view of many civil libertarians

that any amount of secrecy is the antithesis of democracy,

the history of the United States is replete with examples of

how secrecy -- albeit wisely applied considering the needs of

the public to be informed -- may, in fact, be beneficial to
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the society. One need only consider the use of the secret

ballot on election day, attorney-client and doctor-patient

relationships, crop statistics accumulated by the Department

of Agriculture, and the privacy of income tax returns in

order to appreciate how the concept of secrecy has improved

the workings of democracy in America. 1Just as the need for

these "accepted" forms of secrecy is taken for granted in

our everyday lives, the need for some minimum degree of

secrecy in intelligence activities must also be accepted as

a cost associated with maintaining our way of life. In

speaking of the importance of intelligence and the maintenance

of national security, the Murphy Commission said:

The maintenance of intelligence capabilitiesFof the highest competence is essential to the
national security and to the effective conduct of
U.S. foreign policy. The world which American
foreign policy seeks to affect is diverse, complex,
and rapidly changing. In such a world, policy
must be based on detailed understanding of many
issues, military, economic, political and scien-
tific, foreign and domestic. . .. much of the
most critical information -- especially though
not solely, information concerning the military
activities and capacities of potential antagonists -

is not openly available.

The responsibility for gathering, evaluating
and reporting such information, and for assessing
its significance in combination with data openly
available, is the primary mission of the U.S.
intelligence community. The Commission believes
that mission will remain crucial to U.S. security,
and to international stability and peace for the
foreseeable future.

The ways in which intelligence are collected and analyzed

are as varied as are the uses to which it is put. Reduced to

basics, the three generic forms of raw intelligence stem from
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photographic, signal, and human sources. Once analyzed,

finished intelligence products are used by the Department

of Defense, for example, to configure and equip the U.S.

military force structure; to train and reach an acceptable

level of operational readiness; to plan and direct military

operations; and to assist in avoiding tactical, strategic,

and technological surprises which may threaten U.S. vital

interests at home and abroad.3 At even higher levels of

intelligence usage, many international negotiations, such

as SALT and the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, could not be under-

4taken without the support of sutiable intelligence. While

these examples do not list all of the myriad uses of intelli-

gence that occur in the federal bureaucracy, they point to

the fact that many of these activities could not proceed if

the minimum amount of secrecy required for their success is

not guaranteed. Admiral Stansfield Turner, the current

Director of Central Intelligence, states that ". . . the

American Intelligence Community has been the eyes and ears

of the United States overseas for over 30 years" and concludes

that if we cannot protect our intelligence sources and methods,

our freedom, and perhaps our survival, may be in jeopardy.5

In describing the dilemma of secrecy in our free society,

former DCI William E. Colby quotes President Ford as saying,

. . . that he would be glad to share our secrets with

214,000,000 Americans if no further exposure would occur,"

yet there is no way to so inform the people of American without
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informing the world at large. 6One way or another, the

ability of the United States to maintain even the barest

minimum secrecy is now being questioned due to the so-called

"hemorrhage of secrets" which assaults the eyes and ears of

Americans -- and anyone else who may be interested -- on a

daily basis.7

The Ship of State is Leaking

Although the phenomenon of "leaking" is probably as old

as the profession of intelligence, the magnitude of this

activity -- and what it portends for the Intelligence Comn-

munity -- seems to have reached critical proportions today.

Ambassador Frank Carlucci, the Deputy Director of the Central

Intelligence Agency, says that he believes "...leaks now

are the worst he has seen in 2 3 years of government service.8

In discussing leaks which included the unauthorized disclosure

of certain relations with Japan and South Korea, and new weapon

systems as well as the identities of CIA operatives, Mr.

Carlucci highlighted the diversity of the sources of leaks

by saying that they stem from former CIA employees, current

officials at the Pentagon and National Security Council, and

from the Congress. 9Although it be impossible to catalogue

11l of the reasons why various officials, in and out of

gvrmndecide to compromise national secrets, intelligence

soures nd ethdsand all other manner of sensitive

infomaton, anyleaks occur for political purposes and for

the supposed gain which could accrue to the leaker on a)
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shot-trmbass.10 At yet the other end of the leak spec-

truin, a whole category of unauthorized disclosures occurs

in the belief that ideological purposes are served by expos-

ing secret material and that any form of government secrecy

violates the First Amendment guarantee of freedom of speech.1

Amid the controversy over leaks, one former high ranking

official of the CIA has even gone so far as to state that

* there "can be good leaks and bad leaks."1  And surely we can

all think of instances in the recent past which could be so

characterized. The problem of leaks can then be seen as a

multi-headed hydra inasmuch as each leaker probably believes

that "his" leak is a "good" one and the other fellow's dis-

closure is a "bad" one that hurts the national security of

the United States. At the federal level, the Congress blames

the Executive for leaking policy sensitive information and,

of course, the Executive blames Congress.

A member of the Senate Committee on Intelligence, foe.-

example, has recounted a situation in which he attended a top

secret briefing concerning how certain U.S. intelligence

collection activities would be impaired with the loss of

various bases in Iran. The briefing included the steps being

taken by the administration to supplement these losses with

other collection methods. Inasmuch as the sites in Iran

were used, in part, to verify Soviet compliance with SALT,

the information was leaked the following day by administration

officials in order to shore up dwindling public support for
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the arms limitation treaty. 13Perhaps this was the type of

leak that David Wise was referring to when he quoted a high

White House source as saying, "when we decide to make a leak,

we make sure it does not jeopardize national security.".1

The perception, if not the fact, of a double standard con-

cerning what is an "official" versus an "un-official" leak

15
*further exacerbates an already bad situation. While some

amount of leakage would seem to be inevitable in our society,

the spate of leaks has even given rise to a blossoming

cottage industry which trades on broken secrets. 16As the

institutional actors at the federal level continue to point

accusatory fingers at one another in an effort to identify

culprits, the overwhelming perception arises that the govern-

ment has lost whatever ability it may have had to control

of ficial secrets -- and at least one result of this situation is

the diminished ability of the U.S. Intelligence Community to

protect its sources and methods. 17 The "great culprit hunt"

has thus far identified few specific individuals guilty of

leaking, yet it has identified at least three institutional

mechanisms as possible accomplices: the 1974 Hughes-Ryan

Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act, the Freedom of Infor-

mation Act, and the classification system.

The Hughes-Ryan Amendment

In 1974, Congress passed a little-noticed amendment to

the Foreign Assistance Act which requires the President to

report proposed sensitive intelligence operations to a numnber
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of Congressional Committees. The amendment, of course, came

about as a result of U.S. intelligence activities in Vietnam,

Cambodia, Africa and elsewhere and reflected the sense of the

Congress that the Executive should not undertake such acitivi-

ties, which could lead to wider U.S. involvement in the

internal affairs of other nations, without the prior notifi-

cation of Congress. This so-called Hughes-Ryan Amendment has

now taken on proportions far beyond its original intent as

it represents, at least in the minds of various Intelligence

Community officials, the essence of the problem of guarantee-

ing the continued protection of intelligence sources and

methods. 18 The Hughes-Ryan Amendment reads as follows:

Appendix

Intelligence Activities and
Exchange of Materials

Sec. 32. The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961
is amended by adding at the end of Part III the
following new sections:

Sec. 662. Limitation on intelligence
Activities -
(a) No funds appropriated under the authority of
this or any other Act may be expended by or on
behalf of the Central Intelligence Agency for
operations in foreign countries, other than
activities intended solely for obtaining neces-
sary intelligence, unless and until the President
finds that such operation is important to the
national security of the United States and reports,
in a timely fashion, a description and scope of
such operation to the appropriate committees of
the Congress, including the Committee on Foreign
Relations of the United States Senate and the
Committee on Foreign Affalis of the United States
House of Representatives.
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At the heart of the debate over the Hughes-Ryan Amendment

is the belief that the President's responsibility for noti-

fying the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the House

Foreign Af fairs Committee, as well as other "appropriate"

committees (which now include the House and Senate Armed

Services, Appropriations and Intelligence Committees) of

intended covert intelligence activities abroad, that the

circle of individuals privy to the nation's most sensitive

secrets can no longer be maintained. 2 0  This perception is

based on the simplistic rationale that, "...as the circle

of persons who know a secret widens, the likelihood of a leak

increases until it becomes a virtual certainty." 21And the

Hughes-Ryan Amendment has theoretically widened the circle

of persons with knowledge of covert activities to such an

extent that the repeal of this amendment has become one of the

Intelligence Community's first priorities. 22Yet increasing

the number of persons in the Congress who have access to such

sensitive intelligence sources and methods data does not

automatically mean that such information will, perforce, be

disclosed in an unauthorized manner. It should be noted at

this juncture that it is beyond the scope of this paper to

examine the multiplicity of arguments that have arisen in

conjunction with the Hughes-Ryan Amendment and that concern the

highly charged and emotional considerations related to the

pros and cons of engaging in covert intelligence operations

at al23Rather, the Hughes-Ryan Amendment has become
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something of a strawman in the battle between the Executive/

Intelligence Community, on the one hand, and the Congress/

Oversight Committees, on the other hand, as to who is res-

ponsible for unauthorized disclosures -- and what can be

done to reduce the number of leaks in order to protect

intelligence sources and methods.

Contrary to the notion that a requirement to brief eight

Congressional Committees and their staffs on sensitive

intelligence data has increased the number of persons with

such access to hundreds of people, the Hughes-Ryan requirement

seems to have resulted in only a handful of Congressmen and

a few staff personnel gaining such access. 24  And, ar~cording

to one member of the House Intelligence Committee, no

intelligence source and method data has leaked from those

who have been briefed.2 Yet a careful reading of the ill-

fated attempts by the United States to aid the National Front

for the Liberation of Angola in 1975 certainly suggests that

the plan was quickly leaked to the press by a senator who was

opposed to such activity. 26Yet one known leak is certainly

not a suitable sample upon which to conclude that a trend is

in the making. It would then seem that the current battle

to repeal the Hughes-Ryan amendment has at least certain

characterisitcs of a facade being used for other political

and intelligence purposes.

While it would appear that leaks and other unauthorized

disclosures concerning intelligence sources and methods
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probably emanate in equal numbers from both the Executive

and Legislative branches, the Hughes-Ryan Amendment creates

yet another category of risk impinging on the U.S. Intel-

ligence Community today.2 7 The amendment, for example,

requires the President to personally certify to Congress that

each covert action is "important to the national security of

the United States." Without delving into the impact this

action has on the oversight responsibilities which Congress

has recently assumed, it should be noted that the United

States is now probably the only country in the world which

has stripped its chief executive of the ability to "plausibly
28

deny" covert activity. One need only recall the lost summit

meeting after President Eisenhower took responsibility for the

U-2 missions over the U.S.S.R. and the impact that President

Kennedy's admission of responsibility for the Bay of Pigs

fiasco had on both world affairs and U.S. intelligence activi-

ties to fully comprehend how the Hughes-Ryan Amendment

threatens to reduce cooperative efforts with other friendly
29

intelligence services. Simply stated, the perception now

exists that the United States cannot protect its intelligence

sources and methods from public exposure and it is this per-

ception, rather than the mechanics of the Hughes-Ryan

Amendment itself, that has made the work of the U.S. Intelli-

gence Community much more difficult. Admiral Turner, in

describing the pervasive and pernicious nature of this per-

ception, says that:
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Allied intelligence services are losing confi-
dence that we can keep a secret (and that since
1) must notify eight committees of Congress of
every covert action . . . thegocould not imagine
that the plan would not leak.

The Freedom of Information Act

If the repeal of the Hughes-Ryan Amendment ranks first

among the Intelligence Community's desires in order to improve

its ability to protect sources and methods from unauthorized

disclosure, gaining total exemption from the Freedom of

Information Act (FOIA) is probably the number two priority. 3

The FOIA is thought to impinge on the Intelligence Commuunity's

problem of protecting sensitive sources and methods in a

number of critical ways; and, as will be seen in the next

chapter, it is closely related to the problem of using

unclassified material in course of public trials of individuals

accused of the unauthorized disclosure of such material.

Perhaps more importantly, the FOIA, like the Hughes-Ryan

Amendment, creates more of a perceptual problem for U.S. intel-

ligence agencies than it does a problem of fact. This should

not be construed to mean that perceptions -- and the domestic

and international intelligence problems they create -- are

somehow less important than other types of problems. Intel-

ligence agencies depend on engendering the trust of those

individuals who are both employed by them and those who

cooperate with them. 32Obviously, the perception of these

sources concerning the Intelligence Community's interest and

ability to protect them-from unauthorized disclosure is just
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as important as the objective facts which bound the problem.

Once the perception exists that sources and methods could

be exposed through FOIA actions, the Intelligence Community -

and the users and consumers of intelligence products -- suffers.

In contrast to the relatively narrow parameters of the

Hughes-Ryan Amendment, the FOIA allows virtually anyone to

request information from the government on just about any

subject which may be in government files. It is important

to note at this juncture that the U.S. Intelligence Community

is the only intelligence system in the world requred by statute

to produce information for outsiders on demand.3

In addition to private citizens and organizations within

the United States who may request information for all

imaginable purposes, the FOIA permits inquiries from foreigners

as well, a fact that has not eluded the Polish and Soviet

Embassies who have become regular requestors of information

from U.S. Intelligence agencies. 34Deputy CIA Director

Carlucci stums up the problem by saying that "if the KGB were

to write us (for information), we would be required to respond

in ten days."3 Yet in addition to Communist Bloc FOIA

requesters, Brazil, Britain, Finland, Iran, Norway, Switzerland,

West Germany, and France have been reported to be subscribing

to cottage industry services within the U.S. which purport

to provide all FOIA-related declassified documents for a fee

of $16,000 per year. 36 The magnitude of the administrative

burden which has arisen for U.S. intelligence a9encies in
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trying to catalogue the thousands of documents declassified

under the FOIA becomes somewhat clearer with the knowledge

that CIA, State, and Defense also subscribe to this same

private service. 37The importance of just keeping track of

what information has come into the public domain is brought

into sharper focus by the following notional analogy: a

highly classified document, perhaps pertaining to U.S. military

strategy, may be produced and disseminated in many copies.

When such a document is declassified and made public through

FOIA procedures, the holders of the remaining copies are not

automatically notified of the declassification and continue

to maintain their copies with the original classification.

As time passes and literally thousands of other documents are

declassified, it soon becomes impossible to determine that

information remains validly classified and what does not.

The staggering volume of material requested, approved, and

disapproved each year under the FOIA precludes the implemen-

tation of any adequate notification system. 
38

In spite of the fact that private citizens and hostile

foreign intelligence services may utilize the FOIA to gain

access to previously denied information, the CIA does not claim

that the FOIA has directly jeopardized its sources and methods

of intelligence collection and analysis. 39Indeed, the FOIA

allows U.S. intelligence agencies and activities to deny

requests for information if, inter alia, approval would threaten

intelligence sources and methods, or validly classified
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information, including information received fromi friendly

40foreign governments. What does concern the U.S. Intelli-

gence Community is that section of the FOIA which permits

requesters, who have been denied information, to seek a

rehersal on internal decisions to withhold information through

litigation. Even though the FOIA has effectively substituted

the public's "right to know" for the previous "need to know"

principle, 41the curient DCI concludes that "we can't have

215 million Americans thinking they know what the United

States national security interests are." ,42 Moreover, the U.S.

Intelligence Community fears that while individual bits of

formerly classified data may pose little threat to current

sources and methods, the vast and steady accumulation of

information that has been made public since the FOIA came into

being in 1966 tends to reveal a picture of the extent of U.S.

intelligence activities and operations that severely cripples

future operations. 43This situation, added to the possibility

of both incidental and accidental disclosures which have

already occurred, strengthens the perception of intelligence

officials here and abroad that secrets can no longer be

protected under American law. 4

The Classification System

Since its inception during the Truman Administration,

the many rules, regulations -- and results -- of the government-

wide classification system have been a subject of continuing

controversy. Less than ten years ago it was estimated that
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at least 38,000 persons in three government agencies had the

power to wield a classification stamp. And it appears that

* I they must have been a busy lot: 22 million documents were

withheld from public scrutiny in the much-abused name of

"national security."4 The issues surrounding the classifica-

tion system have probably been smoldering for years, but it

was the publication of the Pentagon Papers in June of 1971

that unloosed the vigorous protest against wholesale government

- 1 secrecy that resulted in the near-total revamping of the system

that occurred in 1978. 46Unfortunately, it would appear that

although the procedures used to classify information have been

changed, the end result is that millions upon millions of

documents continue to be classified and hidden away in federal

safes. 47  Without attempting to minimize the importance of the

public's right to know what its government is doing, nor to

maximize the necessity for some degree of secrecy in order to

conduct government operations, the amount of material currently

being classified can be described by no other term than

ridiculous. Such flagrant abuses of secrecy breed not only

arrognace and contempt on the part of government classifiers,

it compounds the problem of protecting that small amount of

information, to include intelligence sources and methods,

which must validly be withheld from public viw 8Simply

put, ". . .when everything is classified, then nothing is

classified, and the system becomes one to be disregarded by

the cynical or the careless, and to be manipulated by those



intent on self-protection or self-promotion." 49 And that

is exactly what has happened.

Classified information now enjoys little more real pro-

tection from unauthorized disclosure than any other form of

data. Secrecy, says Stansfield Turner, has been used in the

past to hide the Intelligence Community's mistakes and mis-

deeds, yet "in itself, secrecy is neither good nor bad,

moral or immoral." 50  The real problem then, with secrecy and

the classification system which allows such secrecy to pro-

liferate, is that ordinary citizens become apathetic in terms

of being able to differentiate between valid secrets and abuses

of the system, leaks increase, and even noted journalists who

have shown restraint in the past now feel unrestrained in

regard to divulging classified information, even though

national security might be at stake. 
51

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to analyse

the classification system in full, it should be noted that the

latest changes to this system attempt to correct many of the

shortcomings associated with past classifications rules.

Eleven agencies have had their previous classification author-

ity withdrawn and at least five agencies have had their level

of classification authority reduced. More importantly, the

number of individuals with original Top Secret authority is

now estimated at 1,400 out of over six million federal

civilian and military employees (approximately 12,000 employees

possess Secret and Confidential classification authority).
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Some of the other changes in the "new" classification

system include:

o Requests for relase cannot be rejected merely
due to the fact that a document is classified.
A review must be made that the original reason
f or classification remains valid or the docu-
ment must be released;

o the General Classification System has been
abolished and replaced with a system based on
document content, a factor Which will result in
an additional 250 million pages being declassi-
fied over the next ten years (over and above
the 350 million pages that would have been
" normally" declassified);

o the number of individuals authorized to declassify
has been increased and an 'Information Security
Oversight Office" has been established to monitor
declassification actions;

o the use of classification to conceal violations
of law is forbidden;

o classification may not be restored to documents
once they are officially relased to the public
(this provision will be discussed in the next
chapter as it relates directly to the problem of
declassifying material for use in public trials
of those accused of unauthorized disclosures);
and

o in order to be classified, documents must fall
within one of seven categories of classification
criteria and must represent an identifiable 2
threat to the national security if disclosed.5

Yet the classification system retains the long familiar

three-tiered categories of Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential

which require the wholly subjective judgment on the part of

classifiers that damage to the U.S. would be "exceptionally

grave," "serious," or merely "identifiable" if the information

were to be disclosed. Anyone familiar with past and present
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classification rules is fully aware of the difficulty in

trying to place information neatly into these categories, a

situation that has frequently resulted in an abuse syndrome

wherein individuals resolve t1~e dilemma as follows: if in

doubt, classify, and classify at the highest possible level

rather than the lowest. 53Although federal bureaucrats may

be subject to any number of criticisms about their work

habits, their ingenuity in devising ways and means to defeat

the spirit and intent of the new classification system cer-

tainly cannot be ignored. In a recent report by the Comptroller

General, the current classification system was being abused in

the following ways:

o Information was classified by individuals who had
no classification authority;

o individuals with top secret classification authority
improperly delegated this authority to subordinates;

o internal agency classification guides did not
specify limits on the use of derivative classifi-
cations;

o in one sample, 24% of the documents examined had
been improperly classified in that they did not
relate to national security;

o in another sample, 33% of the documents reviewed had
deficient markings, i.e., failed to show the original
classification authority or office, date for declassi-
fication or reason for classification was wrong, or
the portions of the document that contained
classified and giclassified information were not
differentiated.

Although the deficiencies cited by the Comptroller

General are certainly serious in the aggregate, it may be that

any attempt to systematically devise and implement a
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classification program would suffer from the same defects.

Individuals involved with classified information on a recur-

ring basis tend to adhere to procedures which have been

inculcated over time to the extent that they may, in fact,

have become thoroughly internalized. Perhaps the types of

administrative mismanagement so fully explored in the Comp-

troller General's report should be viewed through a framework

which condones the fact that such errors may be inevitable.

What should not be condoned is the fact that it now appears

most leaks and other unauthorized disclosures of sensitive

intelligence information stem from highly placed individuals

in government who, on the one hand, bemoan the compromise of

the sources and methods of this information while, on the

55
other hand, they have become the very source of the compromise.

Even more critical to the future of the U.S. Intelligence

Community's ability to protect its sources and methods is

the building perception of a double standard when it comes to

how high and low officials handle classified information.

A highlyplaced individual may, for example, selectively

leak or disclose a piece of very sensitive classified informa-

tion in order to float a trial balloon. Such an individual

would not, of course, be prosecuted for such a disclosure,

if he could be identified, in that he could validly claim that

he was exercising his declassification authority. One can

only rhetorically wonder about the fate of some lower level

official caught in the same position. 56When the minions
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of the federal bureaucracy witness their elected and appointed

leaders making such disclosures for political reasons it does

not become difficult to understand why the classification

system fails to achieve its intended purpose. A former CIA

employee, for example, regularly participated in briefings

wherein his superiors routinely leaked classified informationii57
to visiting Congressmen. That same individual has now been

convicted of violating the very same oath that he and his

superiors signed in which they swore not to divulge informa-

tion gained in the course of their employment. Other examples

abound and they have not been missed by investigative reporters

and other members of the press corps who are often accused

of not respecting national security in that they publish every

secret which becomes available. What is often forgotten is

that the press created neither the information in question

nor the system used to protect it in the first place. 58 The

bottom line, says Frank Carlucci, is that there has been a

severe "erosion of the environment for protecting national-

security information . . . caused by leaks for policy reasons. '" 5 9
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CHAPTER VI

COPING WITH UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURES:
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

Investigating Unauthorized Disclosures

As the numbers, types and sources of unauthorized dis-

closures continue to increase, the pressures now being

brought to bear on the various agencies with investigative

responsibilities have increased as well. Former DCI William E.

Colby reduces the problem of leaks and other forms of unauth-

orized disclosure to its basics when he says that "leakers

should go to jail," and hie is probably echoing a sentiment

that many people in and out of the Intelligence Community

would agree with.1 Yet, as Mr. Colby is painfully aware, the

difficulties associated with identifying the sources of

unauthorized disclosures and successfully bringing them to

trial have themselves become an integral part of the problem

of protecting intelligence sources and methods. The frustra-

tion on the part of the government in dealing with unauthorized

disclosures comes through clearly i~n the statement of two

officials who have been investigating this phenomenon when

they say that the government continues to look for that

quintessential case in order to "...make an example -- a

case that would re~lly slam an employee. . .. l

Limitations on thp Authority of the Director of Central

Intelligence. In order to coordinate the intelligence func-

tions of the federal government, to include the correlation,
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evaluation, and dissemination of intelligence affecting U.S.

national security, the National Security Act of 1947 created

the Central Intelligence Agency and charged the DCI with the

responsibility for the protection of intelligence sources and

methods. Although Title 50 USC Section 403(d) simply states

"that the Director of Central Intelligence shall be respon-

sible for protecting intelligence sources and methods from

unauthorized disclosure," a reflection of Congressional aware-

ness that intelligence functions necessarily involve sensitive

materials and that secrecy is critical, it does not provide

the DCI with any guidance on the scope of this responsibility

nor how it should be discharged. 3Indeed, the statute, and
the legislative debates associated with its passage, conspic-

uously limit the DCI's authority to protect sensitive intelli-

gence sources and methods. The act specifically provides that

the CIA and the DCI shall have no law enforcement powers nor

domestic security functions and reflects a sense of Congress

that CIA activities in the United States would only be per-

mitted to the extent that they supported the CIA's primary

f ore ign intel1li gence miss ion. 4In 1972, the National Security

Council attempted to clarify the DCI's responsibilities for

the protection of intelligence sources and methods by issuing

an intelligence directive which states, in part, that:

The director of Central Intelligence, with
the advice of the United States Intelligence Board,
shall ensure the development of policies and pro-
cedures for the protection of intelligence and
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intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized
disclosure. Each department and agency shall
remain responsible for the protection of intelli-
gence and intelligence sources and methods within
its own organization. Each shall also establish
appropriate internal policies and procedures to
prevent the unauthorized disclosure from within
that agency of intelligence information or activity.
The Director of Central Intelligence shall call
upon the departments and agencies (of the Intelli-
gence Community), as appropriate, to investigate
within their department or agency any unauthorized
disclosure of intelligence or of intelligence
sources and methods. A report of these investiga-
tions, including corrective measures taken or
recommended within the departments and agencies
involved, shall be transmitted to the Director of
Central Intelligence for review and such further
action as may be appropriate, including reports 5
to the National Security Council or the president.

Although there would seem to be little purpose in

reopening the wounds associated with the sensational disclosure

of the many abuses of power and authority attributed to the

Intelligence Community in recent years, it should be noted

that at least some of these abuses stemmed from wholly mis-

guided perceptions by officials in the Intelligence Community,

and elsewhere in government, of what constituted valid legal

measures to protect intelligence and sources from unauthorized

disclosure. While much has changed in the past few years, the

legacy of suspicion surrounding past illegal telephone taps,

burglaries, and unsubtantiated intrusions of privacy continues

to impede the adequate protection of intelligence sources and

methods today. In regard to investigating the unauthorized

disclosure of classified material, a careful and critical

line has been drawn between the responsibilities of the DCI

and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).6
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Investigative Anomalies. Leak investigations typically

begin when an employee within the Intelligence Community

identifies a possible leak on a subject with which he is

familiar. This normally occurs when the information in

question is published om, or is otherwise exposed through another

medium. The individual then notifies his office of

security of the alleged leak and an attempt is made to

determine the individuals or offices who had access to the

information in question. Not unexpectedly, this initial

investigative effort often proves useless due to the rela-

tively wide dissemination of interagency classified materials.

CIA intelligence cables, the National Intelligence Daily,

and the Weapons Intelligence Summary, for example, may have

government-wide distribution lists which include thousands

of readers -- all authorized to receive them and all potential

leakers. And it is the very sensitive material which must be

used by policymakers -- and thus requires the greatest amount

of protection -- that is often the most frequently compro-

mised.7

As the internal investigation continues, the agency

responsible for the original production of the intelligence

is tasked with preparing a damage assessment. The difficul-

ties of trying to assess the damage to the United States and

its intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized dis-

closures are manifold: it is often impossible to determine

if a foreign power has become aware of the exposed material

and, if they are, what steps might be taken by them. 
8
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During World War II, for example, the Chicago Tribune

published a story concerning the fact that the U.S. armed

forces had somehow broken the Japanese code because we knew

the location of their ships. Had current damage assessment

procedures been used at that time, a unanimous decision would

probably have been reached by all concerned that inasmuch

as the Japanese would now change their codes and associated

cryptologic systems, that the war effort of the U.S. had

been gravely impaired. After the war it was learned that

the Japanese did not read the Chicago Tribune and, of course,

did not change their codes. 9The same sort of anomaly

occurs today when a former CIA employee publishes the names

of current CIA operatives based on information already in

the public domain or the Intelligence Community loses a

technical manual for a surveillance satellite and admits

that the loss has gone undetected for years. 10Although

these extreme examples probably have had a real and critical

impact on the Intelligence Community's ability to protect

sources and methods, and may have resulted in the death of

at least one CIA employee, they highlight the problem of

trying to assess the potential damage of unauthorized dis-

closures. 11The appearance, if not the fact, of the Intelli-

gence Community continuing to abuse its authorities in the

name of national security, even when a direct link between

its sources and methods and the security of the nation is

clear, has lead to both perfunctory damage assessments and

the disillusionment of journalists who now publish classified

data with impunity.12
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When the damage assessment is completed, it is normally

forwarded to the agency or department responsible for pro-

ducing the leaked document and to the DCI's Security Comn-

mittee, an interagency body composed of a small standing

* staff who regularly meet with security officials throughout

the Intelligence Community. Oftentimes leak investigations

end at this point when a determination is made that, due to

wide dissemination, further investigative activity would be

fruitless. If, however, a decision is made to continue the

investigation, the damage assessment is then forwarded to

the Justice Department with an accompanying request for

further investigation.*l

The Security Committee's request is just that: it has

no authority to direct an investigation by the FBI or any

other agency for that matter. In the past, the FBI would

not accept "leak" investigations unless directed to do so

by the Attorney General. This was a reflection of then FBI

Director Hoover's belief that such investigations were

...an inappropriate use of FBI resources, because most

of the time the source of the 'leak' could not be discovered,

and often when the source was discovered, it turned out to

be a high-ranking official against whom no action would be

taken."1 Under presidential pressures, the CIA and the

Intelligence Community then often undertook these investiga-

tions themselves, relying on the "sources and methods"

proviso of the National Security Act for authority. While
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much has changed since the death of J. Edgar Hoover and

the disclosure of intelligence abuses, the problem of

investigating leaks still persists.

When the FBI now receives a request from the Intelligence

Community to investigate an alleged leak, it does not auto-

matically turn the request down. Rather, the FBI responds

with what has become known as the infamous "11 Questions."

Some of the 11 Questions are uncontroversial in that they

deal with such subjects as whether the disclosed data was

classified, accurate, and what document it may have come

from, to include the name of the individual responsible for

its security. Other questions concern the extent of dis-

semination and whether the document had been the subject of

prior release requests, perhaps under the FOIA or through

normal declassification procedures. One question deals

directly with the effect that the disclosure of the classified

data could have on the national defense -- and this is one

reason for the preparation of damage assessments discussed

earlier. Yet it is the ninth question which creates serious

dilemmas for the Intelligence Community in that the response

to it is often the key to whether a leak investigation will

proceed. The ninth question asks "whether the data can be

declassified for the purpose of prosecution and, if so, the

name of the person competent to testify concerning the class-

ification. ''15 The Intelligence Community has come to view

this question as a requirement that they must agree to
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declassify exposed material first or the FBI will decline

the case; it also presents something of a Catch-22 situation:

to what extent must the national security be further harmed

in order to protect the national security?
16

In cases where espionage is involved or susptected,

that is, classified information has been covertly passed to

agents of a foreign power, investigative activity is under-

taken much more seriously and vigorously. Interestingly,

the FBI does not use the 11 Questions in such cases even

though espionage and leak cases can be prosecuted under the

same criminal statutes. In such cases the Justice Department

and Intelligence Community officials often work out ad hoc

arrangements in order to avoid the initial impasse in leak

cases concerning the willingness to declassify information

before proceeding with an investigation and trial. 17 The

reasons for this working accomodation can only be surmised.

It may be the view of the officials concerned that, while

leaks outnumber instances of espionage by orders of magnitude,

espionage may be considered an intrinsically more serious

offense. Such a view may logically appeal to many people

who, of course, abhor the idea of foreign or domestic spies

in our midst, yet the cumulative effect of the continual

flow of classified information to the public and world at

large can reasonably be considered an equal threat to both

U.S. national security and intelligence sources and methods.

Another reason which may impact on the decision of the Justice
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Department to avoid leak investigations in favor of

espionage cases is that the current administration has gone

on record in support of "whistle-blowers" and to pursue

leakers with zeal could create the image of the government

harrassing the very people it wishes to support. The bottom

line, however, would still seem to be the fact that, because

of the hugh number of leaks; investigating all of them would

mean, in the words of one Justice Department official, that

...we would have little time to do anything else if all

of them were followed up." 18  In any event, few, if any,

leak cases have ever resulted in prosecution and certain

espionage cases have been voluntarily dropped by the govern-

ment. Indeed, in one instance an espionage case was dropped

and no punitive action was taken even when the suspect

readily admitted to the charge. 19As oftentimes happens,

cases that are dropped frequently involve high-level govern-

ment officials guilty of leaks, or espionage cases involving

lower-level federal employees. According to a former chief

investigator for the Department of Defense, there are only

two conditions under which a leaker can get into trouble:

"When the leaker is a person of no importance and when the

leaker has no important friends." 20This same investigator

goes on to cite the case of an individual who, prior to

assuming a position as a Deputy Secretary of Defense, had

been the subject of 22 separate investigations involving the

leak of top secret material involving U.S. SALT plans and
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strategies. In that case, higher level officials inter-

vened to curtail prosecutorial action. In addition to

such political reasons as the cause for this selectively

lackluster interest in actively pursuing unauthorized dis-

closures, another common denominator is the fear of Intelli-

gence Community officials that, due to the wide-ranging

nature of a suspect's access to other classified information,

prosecution could result in the exposure of far more classi-

fied information. This phenomenon has given rise to the

neologistic term "graymail" and is closely associated with

the overall dilemma of to "disclose or dismiss."2

Graymail and Other Prosecutorial Dilemmas

Graymail. One might think that if the rocky road of

bureaucratic obstacles and hurdles that is traversed in the

early stages of an investigation concerning leaks or espi-

onage could be surrmounted, and indeed merely identifying

the culprit is no small task, that taking the suspect to

trial would be the easiest part of the procedure. But it

is at this point in the overall process of protecting

intelligence sources and methods that many of the most dif-

ficult decisions must be made and Faustian bargains concluded.

A former General Counsel for the CIA aptly notes that:

When you embark on one these (leak or
espionage) prosecutions, you are buying a ticket
to go down a very long and difficult road, and
at that moment you really can only see the first
few feet of the way. You do not know what lies
beyond. You do not know how the case is going
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to be defended. You do not know what discovery
will be directed against you or how far it will
be allowed by the judge, or under what rulings
the judge is going to make or even what issue he
will have to rule on. Much of that is unknowable
and unforeseeable when these cases begin.

You can say that the Government always has
the ultimate trump in these situations because
if the disclosure demands mount up too high and
if the going gets too tough, you can always back
out. The prosecution can always be dismissed.
But I want to assure you it is not that simple
because these cases, once they are started, tend
to develop a great deal of momentum. Some are
very, very important cases in which the interest
in success is very high and compelling, and it
always seems when you have started on this course
that it is better, more prudent, to give up the
one additional piece of information that is being
asked, hoping that that will end it rather than
quit the whole process. plus, if youever play that
trump and back out of one of these things, YOU
have to understand that at that point there will
develop a very considerable pressure to under-
stand why it happened. The press will want to
know if the case goes down for national security
reasons, what the reason was, and they will scan
around looking for the particular reason, and
indeed, by backing away, you can very well
achieve what you are trying to avoid, which is
more highlighting on your problem and enhanced
likelihood that the infonation will come out
through another channel.

While the government may hold the ultimate trump card

in these cases in that they can seek a dismissal if "the going

gets too tough," defendants are not entirely without recourses

and trump cards as well. Defendants can also, of course,

* seek dismissal on the basis of the weakness of preliminary

evidence put forth by the government, yet such successes have

been few. A much more potent trump card in the arsenal of

defense of those accused of unauthorized disclosure is to
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rely on the pertinent sections of the Federal Rules of

Ciminal Procedure pertaining to discovery and inspection.

These procedures generally allow defendants to request (a)

all materials obtained from or belonging to the defendant;

(b) anything "material to the preparation of his defense;"

(c) information pertaining to the testimony of a government

witness; and (d) any exculpatory information within the

government's possession. As often happens, much of this

information is classified and would be disclosed either

24
during the trail or during pre-trail hearings. A defend-

ant's intention, or merely his threat, to use discovery pro-

cedures in order to obtain and expose additional classified

material should his trial continue has come to be described

as "graymail. ,
25

Eventhough the term "graymail" may sound like a new

addition to a vocabulary accustomed to catchy phrases and

all-encompassing labels, the phenomenon is certainly not new.

In 1807, for example, Aaron Burr's attempt to subpoena the

President was upheld in the Supreme Court on the basis of

Burr's Constitutional right to any information in the posses-

sion of the government which he may have needed to mount a

successful defense against the accusation of having breached

26national security. In more recent times, individuals accused

of similar crimes havo often used these same Constitutional

guarantees to intimidate the government into either dropping

the case or granting immunity from further prosecution. )
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What is new, then, is the increasing number of cases of

graymail which now occur -- and how successful the tactic

has become.

"Disclose or Dismiss." Although graymail has come to

take on perjorative connotations when it appears that Consti-

tutional guarantees often result in the dismissal of leak

and espionage cases, it must be pointed out that graymail

cannot be viewed solely as an unscrupulous or even questionable

defense tactic. In many cases, a defendant is simply exer-

cising his legal right. to seek and obtain pertinent infor-

mation, even though it may be classified, that is highly

relevant to his defense. Whatever the motivation, defendants

who use these procedures, and implicitly or explicitly threaten

to expose more classified material, create serious dilemmas

for the government which has the responsibility to insure

that the law is equally and fairly enforced, on the one hand,

and to insure that the nation's security is protected, on

27
the other hand. This balancing act creates the "disclose

or dismiss" dilemma described as follows by an Assistant

Attorney General:

To fully understand the problem, it is necessary
to examine the decision making process in criminal
cases involving classified information. Under
present procedures, decisions regarding the rele-
vance and admissibility of evidence are normally
made as they arise during the course of the trial.
In advance of the trail, the government often must
guess whether the defendant will seek to disclose
certain classified information and speculate
whether it will be found admissible if objected
to at trial. In addition, there is a question
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whether material will be disclosed at trail and
the damage inflicted before a ruling on the use
of the information can be obtained. The situa-
tion is further complicated in cases where the
government expects to disclose some classified
items in presenting its case. Without a proced-
ure for pre-trial rulings on the disclosure of
classified information, the deck is stacked
against proceeding with these cases because all
of the sensitive items that might be disclosed
at trail must be weighed in assessing whether
the prosecution is sufficiently important to incur
the national security risks.

In the past, the government has foregone prosecu-
tion of conduct it believed to violate criminal
laws in order to avoid compromising national
security information. The costs of such decisions
go beyond the failure to redress particular
instances of illegal conduct. Such determina-
tions foster the perception that government
officials and private persons with access to mili-
tary or technological secrets have a broad de
facto immunity from prosecution for a variety of
crimes. This perception not only undermines the
public's confidence in the fair administration of
criminal justice but it also promotes concern that
there is no effective check against improper jan-
duct by members of our intelligence agencies.

And it would seem that the "disclose or diswriss" dilemma is

often resolved in favor of the latter in many cases. A

recent report of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence,

which made an exhaustive study of the relationship between

national security secrets and the administration of justice,

concluded that "there has been a major failure on the part of

the Government to take action in leak cases.",29  The report

went on to list a number of specific cases in which the use

of graymail had been employed to persuade, cajole, or other-

wise pressure the government into dropping prosecutions. 
3 0

This same report parenthetically notes that certain leak and
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espionage cases, which were dropped, were not included as

they would raise the same security considerations as did

the investigations or prosecutions -- further exposure of

31
legitimate national secrets. Graymail and the disclose

or dismiss dilemma are generally considered to fall under

the overall rubric of those factors which tend to augment

the potential damage to intelligence sources and methods as

a part of judicial proceedings. Another category closely

associated with judicial augmentation threats to national

security occurs through the possibility of "confirmation."

Damage by Confirmation. The successful investigation

or attempted prosecution of leakers and spies can further

weaken the Intelligence Community's ability to protect

sources and methods by inadvertently confirming the validity

and accuracy of the exposed information. In the case of the

clandestine passing of defense secrets to a foreign govern-

ment or the leak of the very same information, for example,

recipients may tend to discount the data because of questions

about the reliability of the source, whether it be a spy or

a newspaper. Yet if an indictment is filed against this

same source of the unauthorized disclosure, foreign intelli-

gence services may then be persuaded that the information

in question is, in fact, accurate. This type of confirmation

damage to intelligence sources and methods may be impossible

to remedy due to the Sixth Amendment guarantee of an open

trial. Conformation problems also occur when, in the course
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of an investigation or trial, additional classified infor-

mation is exposed to either the defendant or potential

witnesses to further the investigation or to prove the case.

It is often necessary in the course of an investigation to

discuss the known facts of the case with a number of witnesses

who may or may not agree to protect the very type of infor-

mation that is threatened. This threat is particularly

troublesome in espionage cases where a prosecutor may dis-

close sophisticated -- and current -- counterespionage

methods. 32 It would also seem that the problem of confirma-

tion works both ways: the validity of exposed information

may be confirmed if a prosecution is pursued and if it is

dropped. The latter paradox would occur when a highly pub-

licized case involving sensitive intelligence materials is

dismissed through a government-initiated request based on

national security considerations.

Other Judicial Procedural Considerations. in order to

cope with the seemingly endless list of judicial obstacles

in the path of the government when attempting to prosecute

unauthorized disclosure cases, a number of innovative, albeit

ad hoc, techniques have been devised by the Intelligence

r~munity and the Justice Department. Some of these pro-

o~i -" tve been more successful than others in that, inas-

i- i formal basis in law, they depend on each

* ~ .. i--! philosophical frame of reference for

.ei.~qs.This situation, of course,



often results in reluctance on the part of the Intellience

Community to press for a trial and conviction in the most

egregious cases of compromised classified material. Such

cases create the dilemma of the need to punish gross offenders

while concurrently threatening the exposure of the most

sensitive source and method information at the same time.

Chief among the ad hoc procedures often attempted by the

Intelligence Community and Justice Department officials in

these instances are ex Rarte and in camera hearings with

the trial judge. 3

Considering the fact that the legal community continues

to debate the legality and propriety of many of the judicial

procedures which have been attempted in the recent past when

cases involving national security information come to trial,

no attempt is made herein to provide "the final word" about

these procedures. Rather, the purpose is only to familiarize

the reader with the fact that while many Intelligence Cqmmunity

officials may paint an overly pessimistic picture of the

perils and pitfalls they confront in prosecuting sensitive

cases under the American concept of jurisprudence, these same

off icials have also enjoyed some rather important, perhaps

even extraordinary, successes as well.

In essence, ex parte (Latin from or on one side only)

and in camera (also from the Latin, meaning in private or

in chambers) procedures involve moves on the part of Intelli-

gence Community and Justice Department officials to seek
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pre-trial meetings with presiding judges in order to avoid,

or minimize, the dilemmas created by the threat of graymail

and not be confronted with a disclose or dismiss situation

as a trial proceeds. In ex artt procedures, the defendant

and his counsel are excluded from private, or in camera

meetings with trial judges and involve government attempts

to obtain early rulings on such crucial matters as the

relevancy of defense requests for classified or sensitive

materials under the federal rules for discovery discussed

earlier. It is also the aim of federal prosecutors to attempt

to learn at this time how a judge may construe the question

of classification validity. Obviously, if the government

wishes to prove that the national security has been somehow

harmed by the disclosure of classified information, the fact

of its classification, as well as the validity of that

classification, will impact the case in a number of ways.

Moreover, ex parte and in camera procedures often involve

attempts by prosecutors to establish other ad hoc procedures,

such as the willingness of a judge to accept the redaction

of classified documents as evidence in order to allow the

prosecutors to avoid the pitfall of having to introduce a

full document into evidence at trial when only a few pages

of that document are pertinent. Prosecutors may also seek

protective orders governing the procedures to be used in

handling classified information at trial. These orders

include such things as who can gain access to the material,
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the circumstances of such access, how classified material

will be stored, and the disposition of classified material

at the conclusion of the trial. In espionage cases, wherein

the FBI's 11 Questions have not been used before a trial

begins to ascertain the willingness of the Intelligence Comi-

7 1 munity to declassify information so that it may be introduced

as evidence, federal prosecutors have often succeeded in

obtaining judicial approval to declassify certain data, place

it under restrictive protective orders to limit its exposure,

and then turn it back over to the Intelligence Community for

reclassification at the end of the trial. How this procedure

is reconciled with the earlier noted provision of the Executive

Order on the classification system, which prohits the reclassi-

fication of information once made public, continues to be

a matter of heated debate. 
34

The problems and prospects which the above procedures

engender are without limits. As has happened in some cases,

trial judges have accepted and implemented some, or all, of

these procedures in order to conduct as fair a trial as is

humanly possible while concurrently recognizing the need to

protect classified information and intelligence sources and

methods from needless further exposure. Other judges have

steadfastly refused to recognize classified documents, which

the government or defendants must use at trial, as requiring

any different procedures than would be required under the

rules of evidence.3 Judges in the latter category apparently
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subscribe to the belief that defendants accused of having

breached the national security are precisely those most in

need of the fullest legal guarantees afforded by the laws

in being. In speaking of the dilemma wrought by the need

to divulge state secrets which may imperil national security,

a former Supreme Court Justice makes a cogent argument against

many of the aforementioned evidentiary and procedural privi-

leges used by the Intelligence Community and the Justice

D~epartment in the past:

few weapons in the arsenal of freedom are more
useful than the power to compel a government to

disclose the evidence on which it seeks to forfeitI
the liberty of its citizens. All governments,
democracies as well as autocracies, believe that
those they seek to punish are guilty; the impedi-
ments of constitutional barriers are galling to
all governments when they prevent the consumma-
tion of that just purpose. But those barriers
were devised and are precious because they prevent
that purpose and its pursuit from passing unchal-
lenged by the accused, and unpurged by the
alembric of public scrutiny and public criticism.
A society which has come to wince at such exposure
of the methods by which it seeks to impose its
will upon its members, has already lost the feel 36
of freedom and is on the path towards absolutism.

While precedent for or against evidentiary and procedural

manipulation has been accumulating in the past few years, the

overall problem continues to be of national security roulette

when classified information and intelligence sources and

methods may be exposed in the course of a trial. All of the

aforementioned prosecutorial dilemmas notwithstanding, one of

the most critical issues confronting the Intelligence Community

is the status of that body of law upon which many trials
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involving unauthorized disclosure are based: the highly

controversial Espionage Laws.

The Special Case of the Espionage Laws

- IIt is a likely probability that most people in govern-

ment who, at one time or another, have been approved for

access to classified information have signed some form of

oath or secrecy agreement. The completion of these agreements,

inter alia, often signifies that the individual will protect

classified information and that he has read and that he under-

stands his obligations under the espionage laws concerning the

unauthorized disclosure of defense and defense-related

materials. These laws came into being at about the time of

the United States' entrance into World War I and, with few

exceptions, have remained unchanged in a constantly changing

world. More than 60 years have passed since the enacement

of the Espionage Laws, and the dialogue concerning the precise

meaning of these laws, as well as their application, continues

unabated and unresolved. Congress has totally avoided

clarifying the ambiguities in the espionage laws primarily

because of the impossibility of trying to distinguish between

a criminal act -- espionage -- and what has widely become an

accepted governmental practice -- leaking of classified

information. While leaks and espionage are, of course,

qualitatively different, the end result is often the same:

the national defense of the United States is weakened by the

universal exposure of state secrets and the sources and methods
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used to accumulate and analyze them. Yet many attempts to

amend or replace the espionage laws have floundered at least

in part because Congress has been reluctant to explicitly

make leaks of classified information a criminal act. 
3 7

* One of the truly interesting paradoxes in American life

appears to be the overwhelming support that the majority of

citizens evidence for the abstract idea of freedom of speech

* 1 and thought while concomxritantly denying this principle in

practice. Without attempting to second guess the framers of

the Constitution, it seems clear that the First Amendment

was specifically intended to prevent the government from cur-

tailing free expression, however alarming or distasteful such

expressions may be -- and regardless of the risks to national

security that might accompany such expression. Yet, says

Peter S. Prescott in his recent review of Nat Hentoff's new

book The First Freedom: The Tumultuous History of Free Speech

in America, "Bill of Rights or no, the American tradition is

to revere freedom of speech except for those with whom we

disagree. ,,38 And since Americans in general, and the Intelli-

crence Community specifically, reject leaks and other forms

of unauthorized disclosure, including whistle-blowing and

the exposure of government exesses kept secret by the classi-

fication system, as valid forms of public expression, many

attempts to make the espionage laws a more useable tool have

been predicated on British Official Secrets Act. 3
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Like Clausewitz' on War, and perhaps even our own

espionage laws, the British Official Secrets Act is one of the

most quoted and least read and understood of documents. This

may be due to at least the appearance in the British model of

the government having the means to control its secrets, to

protect its intelligence sources and methods, and to avoid

the perception now impinging on U.S. Intelligence activities

that everything will eventually leak -- either through liti-

gation or unauthorized disclosure. And there is much in that

perception which is true. Yet the Official Secrets Act not

only applies to a nation with a quite dissimilar constitution,

no Freedom of Information Act and no Hughes-Ryan Amendment,

it also applies to divulgence or publication of all government

information, not just national security secrets.40  In addition

to the selective application of the Official Secrets Act in

Britain, as well as the question of the constitutionality of

such a law in the U.S., an official secrets act will not

resolve or ameliorate the problems associated with graymail. 
41

For these, and many other reasons, the likelihood of enactment

of a similar law in the United States seems slight -- as well

it should be.

Recognizing that the Espionage Laws of the U.S. can

probably not be replaced in toto, two eminent professors of

law at Columbia University have completed an exhaustive study

of these and related laws in order to underscore their dif-

ficiencies in both scope and content. These jurisprudential
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scholars, whose study ran to more than 150 pages and has

become something of a classic for those interested in the

subject, concluded that:

The basic espionage statutes are totally
inadequate. Even in their treatment of outright
spying tl,y are poorly conceived and clumsily
drafted. 9

These two scholars went on to catalogue myriad other anomalies

and enigmas extant in the Espionage Laws, most of which center

on the imprecise meaning of the laws and the fact that they

often require the government to prove intent to willfully

injure the United States. They further contrast these pro-

visions of the law with other sections which compound the

problem of determining whether the publication of leaked

* secrets constitutes "intent to injure" or merely the exercise

of First Amendment rights. 43The bottom line, however, is

that this study has put to rest the legal neophyte's hope,

if not belief, that the publication -- in any form -- of

defense secrets is a punishable offense. As long as direct

contact with an agent or agents of a foreign power cannot be

conclusively proven, unauthorized disclosers of classified

material and intelligence sources and methods have little to

44fear from the Espionage statutes. For this reason, when no

such link can be conclusively proven, the Intelligence Community

often must attempt prosecution under other sections of the

criminal or civil code, or, as has become much more frequent,

rely on a variety of administrative sanctions to stem the tide

of unauthorized disclosures.
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.......

Secrecy Oaths and Administrative Remedies

The increasing number of unauthorized disclosures, as

well as the possibility of "authorized" disclosures associated

with attempts to bring suspected violators to trial has led

Intelligence Community and Justice Department officials to

often eschew criminal proceedings in favor of civil suits or

the use of administrative sanctions. Although the Director

of Central Intelligence certainly has limited authority in

discharging his statutory responsibility to protect intelli-

gence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure, he

* has, in the words of Senate Select Committee on Intelligence,

...extraordinary powers under the 1947 National Security

Act . "and it appears that these powers are being exer-

cised in more and more instances. 4

Perhaps one of the most important authorities possessed

by the DCI is his authority to summarily discharge current

employees without recourse to often long and tedious civil

service procedures. The DCI has exercised this option in

recent years, however, in the case of one employee who was

fired from the CIA after confessing that he provided copies

of top secret CIA reports to a senatorial staff aide, no federal

law was violated and the individual was subsequently hired

by yet another senator. Although the CIA eventually recovered

the classified documents, they did contain extremely sensitive

information about intelligence sources and methods that can

be expected to make their way into the public domain if the
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now-defunct debate over the SALT II agreements reemerges in

Congress. Finally, it should be noted that the individual

* who leaked these documents has had his security clearances

reinstituted. 46

In the case of former employees of the CIA, secrecy oaths

signed as a condition of employment have proven far more

* -. successful in terms of punitive actions taken by the Intelli-

gence Community to stem the tide of leaks. These oaths, which

have undergone a number of permutations and combinations over

the years in order to keep up with the leak phenomenon,

generally stipulate that individuals employed by the CIA must

agree not to divulge any information about intelligence or

intelligence-related activities which they may have learned

during the course of their employment. Furthermore, CIA

secrecy oaths require that individuals who intend to write

articles about intelligence must submit their manuscripts to

the CIA for review and a determination that they do not contain

classified information. 4

Over the past ten years, there have been a number of

precedent-setting cases concerning former CIA employees who

have failed to abide by their secrecy agreements -- at least

in the opinion of the DCI and the courts which have decided

many of these cases. In prosecuting these cases, the Intel-

ligence Community has steadfastly relied on civil law rather

than open the Pandora's box of trying to prove intent to

injure the United States as required under the espionage
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statutes. These cases, which depend on simple breach of

contract requirements in civil law as the basis for culp-

ability, have also raised an interesting number of other

issues concerning America's ability to protect intelligence

sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure. 48

In addition to the obvious problem of whether or not

an individual can, in fact, waive his First Amendment rights

at all, the use of breach of contract suits in violation

of secrecy oath cases are only applicable to those relatively

small number of Intelligence Community current and former
employees who have signed them. Although there was an attempt

to require all persons granted access to classified material

to sign oaths similar to the CIA' s secrecy agreement when the

Executive Order on the classification system was redrawn, it

was dropped from the final version due to the Constitutional

49uproar such a requirement would engender. In ess.ance, then,
this avenue to protect intelligence sources and methods~ is,

by definition, extremely narrow in its application and runs

the risk of criticism due to its highly selective application.

Although the DCI has been able to unequivocably prove his

right to the prior review of articles written by former CIA

employees, it is di~fficult to imagine how these reviews can

do more for the protection of intelligence sources and methods

than keeping the honest people honest. This is due to the

fact that most cases that come to trial have involved materials

that have already been published and are in the public domain.
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I Court decisions in favor of the government and the

.1 Intelligence Community often involve no more than pecuniary

damages and court orders which reaffirm the original stipula-

tions of the secrecy agreement if the author should attempt

to publish again. Yet the original information upon which

the case was based has been made public and can no longer

be reclaimed.5
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

In writing about the Intelligence Community, the first

problem which must be confronted is the one that all authors

probably face: what to include or exclude. Human nature

being what it is, this study focuses attention on just a few

of the myriad problems which affect the production of intelli-

gence today. The choice of subjects which have been included

herein are wholly subjective; the list could have been much

longer or shorter. The problems chosen for examination are

the ones that have been of the most concern to the author

as a professional intelligence officer for more than 16 years;

their significance will, of course, vary with the perceptions

which the reader will bring to this study. Since "intelligence"

touches all of our lives in both personal and professional

ways, few readers will be without opinions concerning how well

intelligence does its job. This ubiquitousness of intelligence

also produces yet another phenomenon: everyone has ideas

about how to "improve" intelligence organization, products, or

management. No such claim to expertise is found in this study.

Because the underlying premise of this study is that intelli-

gence structures and functions have been, and will continue

to be, integral parts of each nation's struggle for survival,

the purpose of the study has been to highlight and illuminate

somte of the more visible factors which now threaten the U.S.
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*Intelligence Community's ability to provide a unique service

to the nation. Rather than try to provide a rigorous orI

comprehensive list of solutions, it is hoped that some of the

ideas put forth will inform those who may have come to take

intelligence for granted of the many organizational and legal

issues pertinent to intelligence production.

The Intelligence Community, in its current configuration,

* 1 is just a little over two years old and bears little resemb-

lance to any other governmental entity. Since the surprise

attack on Pearl Harbor nearly forty years ago, various attempts

have been made to organize and implement a truly central

intelligence system in the United States. That objective

*continues to be elusive. On the one hand, a Director of

Central Intelligence must be the executive head of the CIA,

the government's senior intelligence official, and'the

leader of the Intelligence Community. These roles are often

mutually exclusive and present serious problems in terms of

the inherent struggles for power and budgetary control which

have ensued. The limited authorities and responsibilities

of the DCI, for example, in attempting to orchestrate the

budget, priorities, and intelligence production responsibili-

ties for the Intelligence Community basically necessitate

the use of less than perfect means to accomplish these aims.

This is due to the fact that many of the DCI's responsibili-

ties are, in fact, shared with a number of other senior

officials who either are cabinet members or control large
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portions of national intelligence assets -- or both. On the

other hand, our pluralistic society may not, in the face of

the sensational revelations concerning the abuses of

intelligence power which occurred just a few short years ago,

support the centralization of any more power in the hands

of a single invididual. It may be that the present structure

of the intelligence Community, to include the various commit-

tees, centers, and boards each having a specific piece of

the intelligence action, is the best organizational structure

that can be designed considering the needs of both users of

intelligence and long-standing public wariness about secret

organizations in an open society.

With the notable exception of the CIA, none of the

-: agencies, departments, or elements which comprise the Intelli-

gence Community have a legal charter for their organizaion

or operation. The CIA's charter was enacted in the post-

WWII era and at a time when the cold war was already in full

swing. Much has changed in the interim. Attempts to enact

comprehensive charters for all components of the Intelligence

Community, that recognize and consider the need for a legally

based U.S. intelligence system, continue to founder on the

shoals of day-to-day politics and near-term world events.

Charter legislation is, of course, a dual-edged sword: while

it would for once minimize the overlap and duplication which

now characterize many Intelligence Community activities, it

would also reduce flexibility since roles and missions would
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be locked in law and not subject to change by executive fiat.

While the Intelligence Community has generally, been opposed

to legal charters due to feats of too restrictive legislation,

it has been an ardent supporter of many of the concurrent

attempts to legislate protective measures for its sources

and methods.

The internal battles over intelligence management and

organization are matched in their vociferousness and import

by the external battles concerning the Intelligence Community's

ability to protect its sources and methods. Leaking -- for

whatever reason -- has become a political institution in the

United States and shows no sign of abatement. The unauthorized

disclosure of sensitive intelligence materials is abetted by

unforeseen accomplices, such as the Hughes-Ryan Amendment,

the Freedom of Information Act, and perhaps most importantly,

a government-wide classficiation system which engenders little

respect. Investigating and prosecuting those guilty of

jeopardizing this nation's most important intelligence secrets

has created yet other categories of dilemmas in the courtroom

and elsewhere. World War I vintage Espionage Laws may have

offered some modicum of protection for the nation's secrets

in 1917, but in 1980 they are little more than a confused

amalgamation of legal mumbo-jumbo and, as such, are rarely

used in cases involving the unauthorized disclosure of

intelligence sources and methods. In their stead, a full

panoply of administrative remedies has been devised to fill



.1 the legal void, each creating its own record of successes,

failures, and additional dilemmas in its wake. Through

it all the Intelligence Community has often and regularly

sounded the domestic and international alarm by bemoaning

the fact that no laws adequately protect the sources and

methods of the very information they must provide to policy-

makers as their eyes and ears abroad. While the Intelligence

Community has continued to muddle through most of these

problems in one way or another, it seems logical to conclude

that the many organizational and legal problems which now

confront the producers of intelligence certainly have at least

the potential to become magnified in the coming years. Con-

sidering the fact that each proposed solution, be it through

legislation or otherwise, is not without its own peculiar

societal costs, it seems dubious that quantu improvements

can be wrought. What does seem possible, however, are changes

at the margin concerning many of the issues discussed in this

study. In the final analysis, America has yet to determine

just what kind of Intelligence Community it wants and how

much power and authority it should possess. The time for

such a decision would appear to be at hand.
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Intelligence is knowledge and fore- WASHINGTON. D.C. 20505
knowledge of the world around us-
the prelude to Presidential decision PUBLIC AFFAIRS
and action. Phone: (703) 351-7676

The Intelligence Cycle
is the process by which information is acquired, converted Into intelligence, and made available to
policymakers. There are usually five steps which constitute The Intelligence Cycle.

1. Planning and Direction
This Involves the management of the entire intelligence effort, from the Identification of the need for
data to the final delivery of an Intelligence product to a customer.
The whole process is Initiated by requests or requirements for Intelligence on certain subjects. These
are based on the ultimate needs of the policymakers-the President, the National Security Council, and
other major departments and agencies of government.

2. Collection
This involves the gathering of the raw data from which finished Intelligence will be produced. There are
many sources for the collection of information, Including foreign radlobroadcasts, newspapers,
periodicals, and official government personnel stationed In American embassies abroad.
There are also secret sources, such as agents and defectors who provide Information obtainable In
no other way.
Finally, technical collection-photography and electronics-has come to play an Indispensable part
in modern intelligence by extending the Nation's sensory system-Its eyes and ears.

3. Processing
This step Is concerned with the conversion of the vast amount of Information coming Into the system
to a form more suitable for the production of finished intelligence, such as In language translations,
decryption, and sorting by subject matter. The information that does not go directly to analysts is
sorted and made available for rapid computer retrieval.

Processing also refers to data reduction interpretation of the Information stored on film and tape
through the use of highly refined photographic and electronic processes.

4. Production and Analysis
This refers to the conversion of basic Information Into finished Intelligence. It Includes the Integra-
tion, evaluation, and analysis of all available data and the preparation of a variety of Intelligence products.
Such products or estimates may be preserted as briefings, brief reports or lengthy studies.
The "raw Intelligence" collected Is frequently fragmentary and at times contradictory. Analysts, who are
subject-matter specialists for a particular country, produce finished intelligence by evaluating and
integrating the various pieces of data and Interpreting their meaning and significance.

The Subjects Involved may concern different regions, problems, or personalities In various
contexts-political, geographic, economic, military, scientific, or biographic. Current events, capabilities,
or probable developments In the future may also be examined.

5. Dissemination
The last step is the distribution and handling of the finished intelligence to the consumers of Intelligence,
the sam policymakers whose needs triggered 'he Intelligence Cycle.

Sound policy decisions must be based on sound knomedgs. Intelligence alms to provide that knowledge.
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 20505
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THE PRESIDENT'S INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION
Presidential Executive Order No. 12036, 26 January 1978, assigns ,!Ie

Director of Central Intelligence the responsibility to act as the primary adviser
to the President and the National Security Council on national foreign
intelligence. To discharge this and other assigned duties, the Director is the
appointed head of both the Central Intelligence Agency and the Intelligence
Community. These relationships and the mechanisms established by the
Executive Order to sustain them are discussed below.

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL (NSC)

The NSC was established by the National Security Act of 1947 to advise
the President with respect to the integration of domestic, foreign, and military
policies relating to the national security. The NSC is the highest Executive
Branch entity providing review of, guidance for, and direction to the conduct
of all national foreign intelligence and counterintelligence activities. The
statutory members of the NSC are the President, Vice President, the Secretary
of State, and the Secretary of Defense. The Director of Central Intelligence and
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff participate as advisers.

POLICY REVIEW COMMITTEE (PRC)

This committee of the NSC is composed of the Vice President; the
Secretaries of State, Treasury, and Defense; the Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs; the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; the
Director of Central Intelligence; and other senior officials as appropriate. The
1P1W( Chairman varies according to the meeting agenla; e.g., the i)irector of
Central Intelligence is chairman when the body addresses intelligence matters.
P1C duties in connection with national foreign intelligence require that it
establish requirements and priorities, relate these requirements to budget
proposals and resource allocations, review and evaluate the quality of intelli-
gence products, and report annually on its activities to the NSC.

SPECIAL COORDINATION COMMITTEE (SCC)

This committee of the NSC is chaired by the Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs and is composed of the statutory members of the NSC
and other senior officialss sioprate. The SCC deals with cross-cutting
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issues requiring coordination in the-development ol'options and the implemen-
tation of Presidential decisions. Regarding intefligence issues, the SCC is
requiredl to consider and submit to tire President policy recom mendat ions on)
special activities; review and approve proposals for sensitive foreign intelli-

* gence collection operations; develop policy, standards, and doctrine for and
approve U.S. counterintelligence activities; and submit annually to the Presi-
(dent anl assessment of the relative threat to U.S. interests from intelligence arid
security services of foreign powers and~ front iti(ernational terrorist activities.

INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD (lOB)

The President's Intelligence Oversight Board functions within the White
House. The lOB consists of three members from outside the government who
are appointed by the President. The duties of the lOB include reviewing the
practices and procedures of the Inspectors General and General Counsels with
responsibilities for agencies within the Intelligence Community, for discovering
and reporting to the IOB intelligence activities that raise questions of legality or
propriety, reporting to the President any intelligence activities that raise serious
questions of legality, and forwarding to the Attorney General reports on
activities that raise questions of legality.

THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

While the Director of Central Intelligence is head of the CIA, he is at the
same time leader of the Intelligence Community of which CIA is but one
component. The Intelligence Community refers in the aggregate to those
Executive Branch agencies and organizations that conduct the variety of
intelligence activities which comprise the total U.S. national intelligence effort.
The Community includes the Central Intelligence Agency; the National
Security Agency; the Defense Intelligence Agency; offices within the Depart-
ment of Defense for collection of specialized national foreign intelligence
through reconnaissance programs; the Bureau of Intelligence and Research of
the Department of State; intelligence elements of the military services, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of the Treasury, the Depart-
ment of Energy, and the Drug Enforcement Administration; and staff elements
of the Office of the Director of Central Intelligence. Members of the
Intelligence Community advise the Director of Central Intelligence through
their representation on a number of specialized committees that deal with
intelligence matters of common concern. chief among these groups is the
National Foreign Intelligence Board which the Director chairs and whiich
includes as an observer a repre'sentative of thle Assistant to thle President for
Nalional Security Affairs.
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National Security Act of 1947,
as amended

Title 1-Coordination for National Security
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

qw-riow 101. (a) There is estalished a couincil to be known as tile
INational Securiity Council (hereiafter in this section referred to as
ft, a'Coui l").

TheQ I'I~~1 P e iet~I orfit-l I TIit(I( SJ II 1S .I111 I lre.i pt' CI. II gepli iig of

of the ( '1I1iil to pr1eqide ill hi1Rplace.
riiw fiictiion of tile 'omici I siuix. b to ltivis tile iresioilnt withl

r'piIto tle legriltionl of d.lnwst ie. foreign, and nlilitary policies
relat lig to the1 11.t olllif 186(Il1ity -R) us to Vinllbo the military serviees
.111(l till other dleparhtmen~ts and 11-Pe~ies of thle Government to Co-
op~era~te inor effectively ill matters involritig the national security.

Thie coutteil ahal be mwnposedi of -
(1I) the president;

* (2) the Vice President;
(3) tie Secretary of State;
(4) the Secretary of Defense:
(5i) tile 1)irector forllMutual Security [now abolishled]j
(0) the Chuniami of the Natioii Security Resources Board

[noir abolished] ;
(7) the Secretaries and Under Secretaries of other executive

departients and of the miiiitnirv (epilrtnlentit, the Chairman of
tile 'Munitions Board [,now aliolished] ; and tile Chairman of the
ileseaireh wiid I )evelopmnalt Boautrd ['now abolishedi : when aup-
pointed by tile President by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, to serve at his pleasure.

Source: Extract from the National 1eurity Act of 1L947:
Rockefeller Commission Report, p. 275.
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.4 CENTRAL INTZLLIGENCZ AGENCY

Si . 10~2. (it) Therp is establiished miller the ntional Secuirity

* ICouncil a Centii I ilteiiigeiic Ag'nPICV With ai Di ) retor' Of Celltliii!
'-~~ -) illig'Iive4 who Qjl.ll Ile itlt- headi4 0'14 r. and. with .1 DI mlI Di-

*. ~~~recto o)*~f (0.c10i 311 lil~t cligeni c 4 v Wh Shi .10:c for., :111 3I e e reiSe thPi
jpolers or. the D irector 4-illr l is iliseilct' of- (I isi Ili I it v. ile' II retor

3131(1 tItll' )tjiity D)irector Shall Ithe zij)1 oiited b~y ( lit- Prescideint, blaII
Witllii itavice 3111( CollsI'iit of tilt- Snai~te. flroIii :ii11ioiig tit clie iis-

sioned( offivters of the armedl Services, W~hther ii n allIct ive oi. retiredl
StntIuS. Or from11 alkong inldiViduals ill v'vii 3313 li fv' I','ocul..'. hoi'celc'..
TIhat M to l1 ittle sAdi the t wo positions (If tlt-i D i rector aiid D eputy
D i rectoi' be4 ovlcied 3I' ISillil I :1 334'04 i by v i'431liii 14 fiet-'4 ( 11 'if the(

* 311'fille(I serviveS. Whether ill a?) 214t.1h:1. of. retired Slutii s.
(b) (I) If it coiilisionled Officeir of tile iarmied Services is appointed

as Director, or De'puty 1)ireetor. tliei-
(A) il like performlance of is (131114'S 18I )ireCtor', M'3 I )ptv

D~irector. lie shall hte sub~je'ct to 110 sliiIervistOl, ('ontriol. reistric'tion1,

or- prohibit ion mitay03. othlerwitte) Other thll Would Ile Opera-
tivei Witli respiect to imi if Ik' were it iiliaii ill no( wily ('4)iIet'(I
wvith~ tile D~epartmient of tlie A mI, the I eplartlikelt of thle Navy,
the D~epartment of the Air Force, oi- thle ariied SIrVICeS or' MIT

coniII)3103t thjereof; uizid
(11) lie shall not Pxins or- eserCise silly -%upt'Ivisioll, control.

03er o' functions (ot her. thanl suic as lie jmt ssee. fir is 3alt-

thoriyA'd or. directed to t'x('ris4', as D irector'. 03' D epill v D ire'cto r)
Witlli respe(ct to tilie ariiiI'(l ser1vices or any. voilooleiit dihereof. tithe
D~epartment of the Army. D~epartmniit of like Na.Imot'the D~eparit-
iienit of thle Air Force. fil3l1y braiuwli. bureiiii, 131111. 4)3' divisionl
thereof, or with respect to lily of the personnel (military o3'
civililn) of ally3 of tile foregoinig.

(2) Except as5 providied ill pIagrajl)h3~l (.1) Of tis 5311)5('Ct mu, tile
appointment of the offic'e of D~irector, or D~eputy Director. of a coim-
mfissioned'( officer of thle armied sem'3ict's, and( his alccep~tanlce of lind

service inl mlt office, shall inl no way, nileed any~ staitis, office, raniik. of'
gradeI I lie 133131 ot-c'ip of- 03'old4 ill tile 33 'iil'( sem'i'vI4''8 0oi-3 l 'i 01 em ('ilt,

jWOfi'(Il 1isi, righ t. p ii le'ge. ofi Ill'lit iliiylent toi o r ar18isn (out of

shll.l wihilei serving illifile offive4 ofr I i iv''I43, oIi- 1)eplit '' )i Di'l'4t 43, ('01-

I in t1o3 1ho1341ld rak si13( graii. Iim lower th3i'4'i 11311 11 inl wih s' 'v i ig lit
I lie I ilm of his I3il8)illtiil'elllt. to14 re43 i'4('''4 the4 militar a 31 10 3~'i ii lhl4w-
anc'v's (active or lretir'ed, its the( ('Itqe may11 IiI', inc'1lding IWl~I's3III Illoney
31 hnwiaiire) pafyable to if 'olihilimisiolnel oflice'r of his gralde .1ii4l 14'ngthI
of serive for which tile tl~iproIprilit (11iNIOltit'it Uliiil Ile I'l'illIllleNI
froni fiilly filiglS a3valIillel to 4 I-l'I'IV tile 4'X~wI)CM of fiii'(-ci i-itl 11i11-
telligenee Agpoiry. lie also shall1 lie piaid by3 the4 C'entral 1 ntllligmee('
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Apeney fromt stielt funds an annual ro , prnitlim VA a ratte equal to

(Itt'~ Whtult i ch Ine,1w rofslxmuatiomn mealishe forelicit 1 positionl
extcft-ds tit( 11inottllt of his miinu l 11itary pay anid alloiwancies.

(3) The rink or grade ef fify stielt commnissioned oflicer shall. during
Ile periodN ii11 wliili much') 'oiiisioiit'd officer occupies tie(lit' (i11't f
Dimetor of C'enttnal Intelligetice, or De-puty Director of Central Intel-
ligence, be in addition to tile numbers and percentages otherwise

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of sectiont 652 [flow VA)Il] of

'FitP 5, or- tile provisions of any other laiw, tlie Director of (Central
Intelligence maty, ill his discretion, terminiate the emtploymnitt of fify
officer or- emplloyee of the Agency when'lever he( shiall dee ieii suheriuti-
nation elwarCSSIy or- advisaible ill (lie 61tteremsts of tit( I'ntied States, bt:
such termination shiall not alrect the( right of stich ofliler of- emiployee P
to seek or tecpt emiploymnlt ill ally of her d1epartm~enat or 11tIgey of flip,

(love Ia1 t eit ifr declaredi eligible fill- iicli emiuploymienit by the Urti-d
States C'ivil Service ('oemisil.

(d ) F"or the 11p21io f m'4oolIilil ig thei isntelligellite ac~tivit ies of
Owe W-erled ( .o verili ieit 4 l )lii itielils Im 1221Itgt'n4'ies ill t~i iliterii't o)f ~
iI lilla I seen i I ii si S111I I . 1114. 4112 y for file Ag~enc4y, it ide. tilie tIi Ie-

124)11 4ir te Natioa 2121secuil ('4u21l'il -

(1) to adtvise tile Nkt iollill Secuity Council ill Ilatters I'2-
cer1iig sut'lh intelligence activities of the Giovenment depart-
uiletaiit d2 ligenI('4' its relate to liat inuial security;

(2) to maike' l1'e012l11itimilit fiis to the v%2ationadt Security ('otutil
for)t'( coordiniationt of Such iiittelhigellet activit ies of tile dlepart-

Illeils will ttgelves (of t he Govi'eIllifent Its Mlle to tile statjonill

(3) to) ce4'ltet 221141 o'valnimfi ili(eIlijtt'24'O re'tfing 4t flie'flit-
I ioll w trily. 11 It 11 v1idt. f4ill-2 Ith~If~ approprite 41 issemO2i 22t 101( of

siteli iaittlligelee Wvithiin I114' (Nversllikeat uiig whe'e appr)opitet
4tNiStillIg tIgIlViS3Md :214fi'iil Is: I',eu/l'd. Thatit( ge nt. , v shal
liavO no0 policet, mooloiixut, iaw2 tl-'1ronr's'eme12 I IOWers. oir ioletnil-
securt1ity filiio ns: IAog','d/ fie,' Tha1 it 4fl th e iiti'ittli aido
other 11gencie.s of tile (Gove [-ittle lit Shalil co)ntililte to collect, evalu-

t(.o. cora'ehatt. atndt hisst'iliite 22(4' ils' lu l ieitl initelligeoei Aildu
peor'hlt'd fpu'rr. 'hat tile D ireetor of Centra usiTtelligence Vshall
he responsible foi- protetig initelligencee sources and methods

(-i) to perormr. fort1124 Iiteht f 14Ii4 mgitoli'it'aet

v'ies. mirll atoliit joni meeviv'is for c'4)22ti242 moier' its t'e Nit-
I intitti S'4211- ii* Counc52il dl(t('ui2 lies cait% be mom fle hicieii ttctont-
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(5) lo perlw-m puli oather functiwis and~ dlicjs related( to
imetlligenee affecting file mitaioiial security as the National Secu-
rity Council mafy froml titile to time direct.

(e) To the extent reconiniended by the National Security Council
iiii(I apprJoved4 Ily tlhe l'reside Nl, e l iim ieI Iigaiiee of' 1l14 depjalri wents
nd aginies of file ( 1 it'lln~a 1. e.xept Its liereuin affic pirovided, relat-
inig to) Ilee nanaal 54'cliritSia be cjieli to file inisjieeiiol of tin
IDirectr of Central Intelligmice. 111( Stich intelligence as relates to
tile national security .111d is puissetel y suclh uepairt mcis atil other
agelleies of (fie Government. except as liervejew fier. provided, Shall be

ladle available to tile D)irect 11 of Gen ral hItelligence for correlation,
evaluation, and uisscniinati'ol: Iro.'ided, howceer. Thait upon11 the
written request of the Director of Central Tntelligence, (lie Director
of the Federal Bureau of Tnvestigatioit shall miake available to the
Director of Central Tntelligevive such iniformnation' for- correlation,
evalucat ion, and dlisseminiiationI as lieny lie essential to the national
security.

(f) Effective whien the Director first appointed under subsection
(a) of th is sect ion has taken ofive-

(1) the National Intelligence Aul liority (11 Fedl. Reg. 13137,
1339, February 5, 1946) shall ceast- to exist ; anti

- (,-) the personnel, propert *y. :ad records of (lie Central Intel-
ligenco Group are trcinsfcerel it Onle Central hi nell igence A~gency,
1111d such Groitp shiall cease to exist. Ally tullkelmwed halntwes of
alpliIO0lriH incas, alhwat 1ionIS, or ol ielefeu auvaihalv or auithIorized
to lie mad(e availale for such Grolep Shiah he a viailalhe aced 811,111
ho aunthorizedl to be cmde available in like manner for exilendi-
Lure by the Agency.
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APPENDIX III

QUESTIONS ASKED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
BEFORE INITIATING A LEAK INVESTIGATION

1. The date and identity of the article or articles
disclosing the classified information.

2. Specific statements in the article which are con-
sidered classified and whether the data was properly classified.

3. Whether the classified data disclosed is accurate.

4. Whether the data came from a specific document and,
if so, the origin of the document and the name of the indi-
vidual responsible for the security of the classified data
disclosed.

5. The extent of official dissemination of the data.

6. Whether the data has been the subject of prior
official releases.

7. Whether prior clearance for publication or release
of the information was sought from proper authorities.

8. Whether the material or portions thereof or enough
background data has been published officially or in the press
to make an educated speculation on the matter possible.

9. Whether the data can be declassified for the purpose
of prosecution and, if so, the name of the person competent
to testify concerning the classification.

10. Whether declassification had been decided upon prior
to the publication or release of the data.

11. What effect the disclosure of the classified data
could have on the national defense.

Source: FBI "11 Questions." Hearings on "Espionage
Laws and Leaks," p. 249.
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APPENDIX IV

SECTION 2 OF IME (BRITISH) MI AL SECRETS ACTI 1911

Text of section 2 of toW 1.911 ..10 (w? amended)

"Wrongful comintinicet ion etc. of information

(1) If any person having in his possession or control any secret
official .ode word, or pass word, or any sketch, plan, model, article,
note, document, or information which relates to or is used in a pro-
hibited piace or anything in such it place or which has been made or
obtained in contravention of this Act, or which has been entrusted in
confidence to him by any pe-rson holding office under Her Majesty or
which he has obtained or to which he has had acces owing to his
position as a person who holds or has held office under Her Majesty,
or as a person who holds or has held a contract made on behalf of Her
Majesty or as a person who is or has been emplo /d under a person
who holds or has held such an office or contract-

(a) communicates the code word, pass word, sketch, plan,
model, note, document, or information to any person, other
than a person to whom lie is authorized to communicate it,
or a person to whom it. is in the interest of the State his duty
to communicate it; or

(aai uses the information in his possession for the benefit of any
foreign Power or in any other manner prejudicial to the
safety or interests of the state;

(b) retains the sketch, plan, model, article, note, or document
in his possession or control when he has no right to retain
it, or when it is contrary to his duty to retain it, or fails to
comply with all directions issued by lawful authority with
rivr,! to the return or disposal thereof; or

(c) fails to take reasonable care of, or so conducts himself as to
endanger the safety of the sketch, plan, model, article, note,
document, sectit official (ode or pass word or information;

tkat person shall be guilty of a miselmeanour.
(IA) If any person having in his possession or control any sketch,

pla, 1io.Iel. arlidal, note, locneit, or information which relates to
munitions of war, communicites it directly or indirectly to any foreign
fower, or in .ny other manner pre'judicial to thelafety or interests
of the Stlittv, thai persion shlIl be gilty of a misdemeeanour.

(3) If fily person receives any secret official code word, or word,
.r sketch, h1lan, model, article, note, document, or infmation,
knowing, or having reIsonal'le grouId to believe, at the time when he
meeives it., that the code word, pass word, sketch, plan, model, article,
me, document, or information is communicated to him in contraven-
thn of this Arl, lie shall I* giilty of i minemanour, tankm he proves
Itb the communication to him of the code word, word, sketch,

model, article, note, 41ecownt, W was contraryi desire."

Sourcea British Official Secrets Acts Report on
"National Security Secrets," p. 48-57.
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who, Mhvr~ in is mssession anyv iformtation which lie his obtained
owing to his posit ion as it person % . it holds office under I11cr Majesty or
a contract onI liehiaif of lher Nlajesi% ','communicates tho information
to any p.I'~ot ot her thban a g it"soua io whomn he i~s authorised to coin-

; iiiclf~t it". III orliiiiii11.y hanii i,, it is an offence iinder ect i
* 2(1)(n) for at ( ro~n servant or (.) crnntent, contractor to make an

unauithorsedl disclosure of informaltion which he his learnt, in the
course of his job. Thet word "comuitnricates"' has its ordlinairy meaning.
It covers tile jia1"irig of it docunit or other record, and tile trans-
mission of imrifnilton orally. All kindIs of information arc covered.
T~he sect ion cont iiiis a list, se verid I I iesirepieated, wli me includes codle
words, sketches,, modenls. et c-, hut it, ech~e ease this l ist ends with the-
ali-enibnieiimg words ''uolcmielw mn mfornation'. There is no limita-
tion of subjetl iiatter; but sect ion 2 applies only to) "official informa-
tion'', in the sns dt'i c iCihbi ini note~s 2 and 3.

S. The inai n of informuatioin covereul ly section 2(1)(a) is defined
by reference to two classes of personis. The first class comnprises persons
"hold ing office uinder TIer Majesty"'. This includles riot only civil ser-
vants andi memelir o~f t he liploiit ic Service, but also Ministers of thle
Crown, siicihers of I lie .iliary (fro~i .Jhiges of the Suline Court, to
Justices of tile Peace), miemnbers of t~e Arined Forces, police officers
(by virtue of their offhie of constibhle) and others. By virtue of the
definition in s (t ion 12 of the 1911 Act it includles any office or Pill-

iym n( I or uinder tiy dellsl liient of the Government of the
nite illdn Employees Of thle P'ost Office and of the United

Kingdom Atotitie Energyv AuthoritY tire deemned by the Post Office Act
1969 and the Atomic itergy Ammthorit ' Act 19.54 respectively to be
holders of anl office under Her Maijesty for this 'ppse The above-
mentioned p~erson~s are for conveniruiice described as Crown servants in
this Report. Whether members anl employees of public bodies on the
fringes or cenitral Government, and1 p)ersons aippointedl by Ministers,
are Crown serviants for this puirius~e is In tauiy cases unclear. Trhe
second class of juersons specified in sect ion 2(1) (a) comprises those
who hold it conitract uitadle oni Iwliair of 11cr Majesty, and their
enmployees. Forulier itienthers of hot Ii classes are also covered.

S. "Officiail informiation", as we iise the term in this Report, is in-
formllation which it Crowni se rvant. or Giovernunent, contractor (in the
sense explained in note 2) learns in his capacity as such. The un-
sot horiseal romuntiication of such nforiliattion by such a person is an
offence- iunder section 2(l) (a). A pe'rson who is in netither of theme classes
also comits sin offense under sewt ion 2(l)(a) if lie imikes mn unau-
thori-Au I commiulnicat ion of officill in format ion which tha been en-
trusted toI hit it in conlidence by ii Crown servant. The meaning of
"ientrusted in confidence" is not defined. These words may bring
within th)I:- scoile of section 2(l) (a) it wid e range of people, for instance
those imivolvi.I it, tile outside const ations frequently undertaken by
central (moveriment, which maty be vonducted in confidence.

*'f:Tbrn'g,.r p Ipnh,'a Frm. the. rrtr of th.' Iita~rims-mtal 4'.mmittem on Neil 2 01
the 4If i SU'~ ', M~ Arut lull(11 ulabl a.guwd.lm,.' t'ma. 51114.
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4. Noe :ft h's .lesribd-l fireii ,.s under section 2(I)(a) committl
by those who are proeperly in of aseslb o elcial information. It is
also an offeri i uncksr setion 2(j )(a) to aksI is umsuthorised com-
munication of information "which haa been made or obtained in
contravention of this Act". .'o4)ine ancertainty attaches to these words,
since nothing in section 2 sleaks of its being a contravention of the
section to make or obtain aniithivig, whereas section l(l)(4) and ()
create olrences which use t tesv words. The commonly accepted
interpretation, however, is tihat when official information has been
communicated in contravention of section 2, the recipient commits
an offence if he in turn commuiwites that information without author-
ity. This, means that it is IOs.sildIe to have a chain of unauthorised
communiations, each link ii the chain committing an offence under
seeltion 2(1)(.

5. A Crown servant or Govermrent contractor does not commit an
offence unde'r siction 2(I)(a) if h. communicates official information
to a "person to whom he is ant-h,rised to communicate it, or a person
to whom it is in the interest of tlh. State his duty to communicate it".
The Act provides no guidance on the interpretation of thee words.
The way in wiich they tre in practice interpreted by Crown servants
is explained in pit ragrapl 18 of th,. Report. In brief, implicit authorisa-
tion to disclose official inforiuilion is regarded asflowing from the
nature of itch Crown servant's job. This interpretation can be adapted
so as to apply to Government contractors and persons entrusted with
official intormation in confidence. The meaning of the words quoted
above in relation to other persons is obscure.
6. Seclion 2(i)(a) is coneerned with the communication of official

information, and section 2(2) witli its receipt. Section 2(2) provides
that, where a recipient of official information knows or has ressomabie
grounds to believe, at the time, that its communication to him con-
stituted a breach of the Official Secrets Act, he is also guilty of an
offence unless he proves that the communication to him was "contrary
to his desire". It is immaterial whether the recipient makes any use of
the information. If he in turn communicates it, he may then commit
an offence under section 2(1)(a) (see note 4).

7. There are a number of other offences under section 2, less im-
portant than those discussed in the notes above.

(a) Under section 2(l)(a), tn offence is committed by a person
possessing any eqcret official code word or jma word *r ,ny
information relating to or used in a pro ibited pi.., or
anything in such a place, who communicates it witiout
authority. This offence is not restricted to the Crown servants
and the other clames of person mentioned ji notes 2 and 3.
All persons are forbidden to pass on idiormation about
prohibited plate, however acquired. Prohibited places are
defined in setion S of the 1911 Act, and include any defence
"1establishiment or station, factory, dockyard, mine, isield,
cam ), ship or aircraft belonging to or occupied by or on
behalf of H er Majesty or any telegraph, telsohom., wireles
or signal station or office". The Secretary of State has power
to declare other Slaaes (such as public Wiltis) to be -
Iihi,,d plaoes Wdib ground t64 iol o about
would be useful t so-enev,

(b) The other offences cMilted by sectm 2(l)(Ga) (l)(6), (1)
(r) ,n1 (0A) am relatie.y satiightferward. Subsetlon (I)
(aa) and subsection (AI. w hich were added by the 1920 Act,
both incile the worIs manner prejudicial to the safety or
interests of the State". which gives them an affinity with
section I. The ofretice in ttbsection (IA), like that relating to
irohibited places, ran bi- committed by any person who has
,nformatiou about munitions of war ia hLs possession, how-
ever he .f it.
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APPENDIX V

CURRENT STATUTES

so U.S.C. M1

(a) IF~lre or attempt to @stab"le wantoIrk. s ~ h ~~ l
ktlrohp. ef"eossfetm th oryal n

Dt Shall be unlawfulN for anOy pores. knowOIn to thrited Stages Ise @pawd agukhleSI. farso
owbine. conspire. or bares with any ather Per= to awmuhao asi amo have him Ob1ehod a
pefru any act which would substantially eo., an1 head o te deol eflet. smmo or se piff
trbute to the eatablishoma within the United stn blftII 6WS.Od 49 Wf sated OW 90 lnfoOlUM
'09 a totalitarian ld0IiordP. s deted in PSIS- (4) pesi.. Isa far "aiae
*graph (16) Of 41011t111101O this tille. the dlrvctlco Any person who Wlat Say pmu'hes. O ats
Sad control of which isIs e e sted Mt. or excelsed Uon "11U. upon emeleitiam thereel. th pirmim Wa&

,by or under Owi domination or central of. any foreign fine of mit aw@ theSOrn .53000 i irlsolt or
peevernment. foreign organteatimori foreign In. nag MGT than We pyem.. f hI botlsh cS mUg
dIvIdual S Provided. however. That tis eubeectjon suc imromm and bajL. mmaoen, I,~
A"mi "ot apply to tile PrOPOOal Of a esasUwuUenal attar ineligible to helid any fi . or lim 49 issil
amendment, Profit. or trust aeds by the C&YltM =e wI=
(b) Ceesmoatrll.. of etlle&d Informaion by Go.. of3the U311t1d4000105.

iarnagIoSeer if .m e (e) Umallatlee poed
IN shrall be unlawful for any othim or employee of Any peroon raw be prosecuted. trled. ed limiodmi

Use United States or of any deprian or sasn1j for any violaton of this section at any tam ntmi
theygof. or of any corporaggon the sheck Of which $4 ten years after the osarmUIIft of 11h spasm cab

oed In why1, or In Mellor part by the uw"t~ withstandsing the provisions of any ~b Ohi%
Sftale or any depasirmnt or a-eoc thereof, tA ~mtsatm! Nrowded. That If at hos am of ft,
comgunicate in any manner or, by any, uean. to comeatesion of the ogn~e amb pem.n bs ~
aNy Other person whom such oaceor i employeeif areply of the United St&a if of amoow
knewa or has reason to bellevo to be an agMt or ment or amencyer of Ow" or a &m empaes ass
'aseOentatioe Of any frsign Nomua"&n if a6 Of- atock of which is awned In whlo af In s MM

f oiterait of any Communist Organisation as by tis United Saae if Wm dipsuleut of a
die In pemreerph (6) at seetlo M30 th" till. thereof. such pora. may be pnommod11@ nlod

Any Information of a ind which dwo1 hae" been punathed for am vioetarof 0 main as o
IMIWed bi 41114 PeSmident (Of by hos bad of any times withla ten isoro a~ Ieac mPoen= be msm

depar"lment aesNo. or oorpeeatl With the to be MDoyed saw m ich ser f elelauuo.
approv at the Paresdete as oeeeSMS tho sguty, (f) Membership s mgeat lsw pee 0%
Of tile Unlited States. ' - Ing or if hostnsesame to Wether the holding of egeo -a .erbeedip ft
bMw that& such Information has kbm so cadfed, any, Conmunist seanimtloss by salty pesee oo
Unki m uch firet of employee shal hose kmen ape. onstitute per so a violation ot wshmdem aWim
idgally authortsed by the President. or by ghe head subection (eio u eciOo 1 n b e
Of O department agecy. Or corporation by which fgatutrL filept IS, IMl. chl. 1024. 5111 L 0 4.0 ftOf
thle ogcer or eboployee is employed. W, male such 961 Jan 2. 394. Pub. 1. 1111-211. 13.3 Stat. JKt
ilisoeure of such Inwratiora.

(0) ec tpl at. or alowt to rectlve, by 1er= 1'ages
of member of Commogeist orevalsoteso cleoied
bfersolleo.

It stdar be unlawful foe any aget or vreeontatlve
Of Saly foreign esernment. or anty eeOr or member
of arty Commnunist oastitoo se datloed In pars-
pgb Ill) of section M6 of this 21tle. knowinlgly bo
@Maitn or resolve. or attempt to otain or renolv.
directly or Indireetl. from any ~ we orevilve
Of the United State.s or of any depairlten oir aaency
thereo of0 any cerportton the e10ct of Which is
owned In whole or In Major pert by the Unite-d Sitt
OF any dnpartment or smitc thereof, any informs.
11011 ON a Wind which daS hoeo km dtA by
the Presdent ter by the heedl at MV =0 deporb.
meet agency, or eeepum wit ho ""mi of

Source: Espionage Laws: Hearings on "Espionage Laws
and Leaks," p. 270-272.
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* ~~~18 U.S.C. 793 afSG L a
§793. Gathering, transmitting, or losing defense information

(a) Whoever, for the purpose of obtaininug Inform~ation respecting the national
defenetc with intent or reasonl to) believe thiat the lInformantion is to lie uised to the
injury of the United States, or to thei advuaatage of any foreign nation, goes uponi,
enters, flies over, or othierwise obtains Information conacernaing tiny vessel, irereft,
work of defense, navy yard, naval station, submanrine base, fueling station, fort,
battery, torpedo station, dockyard, canal, railroad, arsenal, camp, factory. tine,
telegraph, telephone. wireless, or signal sulation, building. omfee, research labora-
tory or station or other place connected with the niatioaul defense owned or con-
structed, or In progrelsi of construction lt~' the United States or under the control
of the Uinited State's, or of any of its offIvers, depaartmnents, or agencies. or within
the exclusive Jurisdiction of the United States, or any place Inl which any vessel.
aircraft, ants. niunitions, or other nalerb~as or istrumints for else li lttle of wvar
are living inade. lareired. rejinireol. storp'il. or tire tile Nulajet of refiearch or
developmen'tt, uinder any coriairnet or nugre-inent wvith tlip Uited Stales, or ainy
departmaent or agency thiereof, or wili any persona on 1-ialif of lte United States.
or otherwise on% lbetaaf of thle United Slaft,-. or tiny lir.ttiiitei pilace soo (lesignateal
loy the Presiolent bty prochaniatlon lit time 4. wuar ir In eaise of national elalergetacy
li which jin Illg ftile lit e of lte Arnly. Nnvy, or Air Force to being p~repaaredl
for toast mted #or st oredl. Information ans to, which prohibited place the President
have determaine'd would be prejudicial to thle national defenge; or

(b) Whoever, for the purpose aforeftaid, and with like Intent or reason to be-
lieve. copies, takes, nakef, or ob~tains., or attemapts to copy, take, tuake, or
obtain, any sketch, photogrieph. pbotographic negative, blueprint, plan, mlap.
mtodel, iaastrtuauent. ahplianice, document, writing, or note of anything connected
with the national defense; or

(c) Whoever, for tile purpose aforesaid, receives or obtains or Agrees or
attempts to reeeive or obtain front any person, or from tiny stource whatever, anyi
document, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, photographli c
negative, blueprint, plan, map, model, Instrument, appliance, or note, of anything
connected with the national defense, knowilng or having reason to believe, ait the
time lie receives or olitnins, or agree's or attempits to receive or obtain It. that it
hap been or will be obtained, taken, made, or disposed of by any person contrary
to thep provisions of this chapter; or

(it) lWhoever, latwflly heaving posstesion of. acessii to, control over, or bellig
entrtioteh with Any doi-neont. writ i"i, ""fie hook, signal hook, sketeh. lahaln.
grah.l ,hotoairapic inegativye, lililetirilt. libl i. flutp, Iloi-. I l4(istrllit. iii aflit illtwa'
or note rpiling to thfe rnational de4fetse. for lit fomni l ots rein lg to flipi int otimu
defense which inftornmation tlip povsesor iiaq reason Ion believe coul hie useal to
lite' i njury of tisp l~MON Al Stittep or to lte aelvtuia ue of any foreign nai nl wIll.
fiillY cotiimlitticfteol, delivers. transinitsq or oaingellt to ha eouimiienteal, deliveredl,
or f iiiisatill'at or at teniaiato to enintainieate, deliver, frolaastalit tar eniase to fie ita
tt ettteaat. del~ivered oar tratiasauit teat 1111. sa naop if) tally peirsan not rail ll~ 14)n~uia
if, (i, will fially rui-itinto till- silite #,l'( I'ialis tat apitvaer It oine daiaaitaa it, ill tat.aatliar
or amaiploy is' afli t Ui tled M ialex mit el lit revei'Iv- It ; ir

(a') lvtaaaar liatain ita nitiai liaarizaed liatis'bImt otf, oaav's4 too, oir roonfri oll an'apor ii
documtent, witinag. code lacok. siganal itook. s~ketch. phtlagrnietp, photogaijaac ntega-
tive, lialaapnlnt. pian, inap, tmodel, Inpirtutiacat, Appilailee, or note relaiting to tile
national fdpefe, or inforaaion relating to tlie uttinai defenole wvhicha Infortta.
lion tile ilossemior loan ra4eotAi to Ia'iieV~ ou nitilfe usied lit tile itajry or tle-i hITtIti'
Mtttileaor itt fll-i niviilatte of ay forelinas~t willfully Etitftufaei ialivi'rm.
tanitsl air italsex to iNe cofn~iaei llvered. or tvi~s~e.or 11ita'iiaitis
to conunicate, delifff, ifsaalt Or cause to be COmIeatei, deliveredl, or
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trilintll hl tie t4 :1ue lI nY flersom imt Miltitll to i'ieojve II, or willfully rotilne
lilt- sattiti1 li01-4 I deliver it to the oic e Or enqilyee of file U mail S 3lii ia-6
entitiid to receive it; or

(f) Whoever, being entonsted with or havtng Inwftl poR.-4sion or control of
atUy doUnient, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, photographie

eteflitv,. hluelriitt, plain. it tii. u mhal, instrumtent. aillinnee. notte, or intforin-
tiOI. rlunlig Io the, atilonl b ala cre. ., (1 I hrolah groom uIayilgeae liernsiiI tile
sl ini Il li1' re'lumovedl frmn its p roller Ilitee of calloily fir dlelh'i-red to anyone In
vlohlitton of his ErWst, or to to lost, stolen, alastrateted. or (lestro)'ed, or (2) halving
knowledge tht Iht itnle hs imeen IIhgnily removed froim Its li Itr place of (11lw
ftoly or leliveried to niyolie It vloiltloa of his trut, or lost, ir stolen, aistractel,
or tls.iroyed, finl Al1s to itlke pronlpt report of stlh loss, theft, abstraction, or
th l Ill lul1 Ii o his sll ierlor ofil.,r -

Shll I-e ilild Imot inoire fliite $1lO, O or ilnlirIb o l'n l nat Iore than ten yeln r
or Ilhl.

i g ) If two) (ir iiole hIlcritlil4 vi.s ~lre fii viilise lilly of file roregolng lirovillons
of tills .eclion, liala one or inore of sm-lh irson do0 any net Itn ff'et tile aliJd'44
of til l irae'. ench of the parth.4 to sulc'h con.lilriecy slhll lie sloliject to the
un ishJin i a Ividedl for 

t
ile olTelte whlich 1,4 (li, ab.jt (if .tih roaliirlicy.

Jlne 25. 11 S, C. (I5, 62 Stitt. 7:61; Selpt. '23, 1950, c. 024, Title 1, 118, i-I :4it. 1W.3.

18 V.S.C. 79t

§794. Gathering or delivering defense information to aid foreign government
(i) Wliaoer. uitht Intent or reaisol to believe flint it is to bIe used to the injury

of the United Sintes, or to the aflv;antiige of a foreign nition, .nunimunicate.
delh'erq. or trtielltit. or attemapts lo cannlinalueto,, deliver, or trainsmlit. to aim
foreign go'ernament, or to tiny fslction or party or military or nlvitl force within
i foreirn comimtry. whether recognized or uinrecignied by tile- United States, or to
Rely reliresfenitive, officer, igetit. eilitlioyee, sublject, or citizeii tliereof, either
iirectly or Iullireelly. ny ilunhlmeif, wrilllng. (.'ale Nook. tlgnnl hok. sketch.,
phologr.ll l ih. .ril jhhgra lileuiae Ii a t ui.lrilt, pi hi, inlulp. iilciIi iail. t, 1 itlliliuati,
nitiJil lin'. ar Inforiiiiillo l rvlllfnl Ci 1 fie llt n1t la11I a1l'lert ,NP Min)I lie 11i11ih1il hiy
detlil ir iiy litlirlsonnelit fair fi rtoal of yelirsar for life.

(to) Whoever, in flute of war, with Intent tlint IMe sime tlall lie conntitinlltel
to the enei., collectof, reorls, iuiludillen. or onnlc.'ta. or ilattfmlets to eliit
aily nforniiutlion with re.,spet ttI tin' miovemtenlt, nionls'er, adela'rl flaln. ri.ilftiflno
or di.posItlon of lilly of tite Armted Foreeo. silli. aircraft, or war tiaterials of the

'titead Sini(. or will ri'alw.t to IM lhins air ataidtict, or siuila o l plait or
ai-miattct of lilly naval or Iitlilatry olirltilol s, or with reqlsiet to any work" or
nionoSures tlnertniken far or coinnectel with, or intended for tile fortlficatlol or
defense of any ilace. or fify oliter infornitntion relating to the lnhlille deele,
which might ie useful to tile eneny, shall be punished by death or hy Ilmprison
ment for otny termn of yearst or for life.

(c) If two or tmore permots conlpir to violate this section. anal one or momo
of such persons do any net to effect the object of the conspiracy, each of the
parties to such conspiracy shall le subject to the punishment provided for tle
offense which is the object of such conpirlacy.
June 25, 1048, c. 045, 02 Stat. 737; Sept. 3. 1964, c. 1201, Title II, 1 201, 68 Stat.
2219.

18 U.S.C. 798
1 798. Disclomure of aaiie|d information,

(a) Whover knowlngly stlfa wisllftally c'umninlentes, furnIshes, transmits, or
otherwise makes available to an unanthorzed person, or publishes, or uses In any
manner lIrejuidicili to the safety or itterest of tile United States or foir the
benefit of any foreign governtnent to the detriment of the United States ally
classified information-

(1) conterning the nature. preparation, or use of any ends, dpher, asr
cryptogniphlic system of tite United Statee or any foreign government; or

(2) coltternlng (ie design, eoi.itrucllon. use, nilnlteatie, or reitair otf ll?
device, allhliirittlls, or illililnee tia41 air prepatreal or lhtaanel for fiw, Ity tile
Unhilel S ates or nity faorelgn glv.rlltent for cryiotograpilte or conltmonlea-
tion tntelligence purposes; or

180 iacted. Seeead secton 8 saU eted em Ju. t0. ki8& set out below.
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*~~~~~ 13) i'oaacaidnea the too Ommuaulleio Inoiliummil aitlvlii' of lisp Uilt-A
Sta~tes or anyii:.spue' SI'ei'Nwit : i1r

(4) otatnliti't Ivyr the prowesitswi o i eniantn leantla ntliga'. friati ii.
Citljttitt'j I10aMof fltiy foi'i'igi gsairrai iiial * knoiawin th Ile ma:i0* it) liii it' lait

t'saH 1141 11144 witea molire Ithn $110.000 air- ietilirlai'itac tall atiore thIan telli yapflrc.

or l)ata iA lovdIif siieiao (iIt) (or I iMati I-

Th'le ternk *' Iissiiieal Iaaoraaaat lioa" iliaaI lat. arinant h ilal. tit fil little hif(i a
ilolalioss Or 1111a 1114'a'll, Isi. for retisons of ssiatsl sea'sert notit"Mtallyi adoaligatii1
tai'a n itedq States (aaieniincit Agt'an'y fiat' linittid or resatrit atniiil:it i'
or alistriaaailoii

Theaa It-arsix aaaO"ilbaar." andh "earypitoapjIIlia' Rysa'aaa" fla~it ili i lsil taoea t-
* ~~~~~Islam~t. ill saalalitlaii It Iaa'jr fistfuiiiIaiaaiiais. iait) ,itii iasa ar mai'a'to wi o iand :ii a a

iaasiiianata foar 4deioal 'IeaI lee'Ii or ielito aul i4 fao.'irs t I inl oa artI it of clpiaIiii: for'
taaaii't'aulitu lilt- a'aallt'aiitp. ,aaigiliaaaa. c-r litaia';aaiaig iilr aaaaiaiaalta haa

Thei terh "rorelign gov ioraiit" uisllas lit ItsN in anig ta~iny pic%aa or joreaflta
net hi or litarirthag I tail fair for fill iaa'zaii r air woa tar tftis, ll i'l y. da tait u t.
iaaaasa3. liirtsaii air aaalitoaryr ioreea p apr coi- visi ta tsIgii'~a i'iaaiot y. fm'i* ir(1 1ii 1.".
iiiil fir i aaiiisa iiiar fifty' lwia~aiii air- isiaiaa liPrilci hor Its net itas ~a uivwen'i-

1111 itIii it ai r'lgit e'(ilhia I s, whetheaar iit- tii' Niiitb gowenaaaa'lit l's a'a'iilizfsl 1
111P Utailail IKliht'M:

Thesa to0111 *'~i'aaaaitunilat Ion latolllgiae' lua m sal.nl pr'aaaali't't ies and iiiethiil, tipl
Iliile ititer'aeii o of coflitthlnioltls alt life t olit u lalitg rit luttiitit11(111l fiaii
gisti eaaantiiantin by otlher tiaati tife histenda'l ''l41,1ilat

nipaa ferial 'iianuitlaarized lvprtnoia aln iiR ay person whop. par tigeaicy wi-lia i-A at.
at hoarizoal to rec-iui e In tataalu ratil f i 111 a ?-(-1'a' p riniri ill caitisea' ili ia I it'

tiso 144a141. tay life Premiida'ii. air tsy ttip' alait alalr i ;, dt laial fir aiait'aiy a1 il't-a
I'li Io6 41 te oNhiiariiaeit wit alisl~ *'t-monsly aha'siwiip al Isy fil- Presitluai too a-ia'

* 5~~~pilP In coiatlaiilien 11011lIalclligenae a i('ll t't faor fll-a Untaitoa Stnteft.
(4') Nail11 lit illas o".01 (alt hal IiProlail ot l t tat Nri'hI alna. toowan liti aifl olniii~l

oft itorionit latn Iany0 rf'cial '~'aotapl ltl'al a'-isiaati t o a ' ilt- Sp iiallea fir tolo of~aa'
Heli~re'iaotiallive of the United Sttesi of Aitit'nia'a, or jfilit coiailttte thaereof.

* U t'I.RC. MOM(b
Coninaaaalen Iloss of clasiaafied Information by3 Gbovernmnent offleer or ernialoyee
(to 1it foial l ie' ua wfu i'tl tar naa" tefi(fr fr p' si 1 oi p i fle 11'a1tI t l nitO r fi

any department Or atgl'ia'3 tba'rooi. aar air ailay a'orpaaraatto like mtaaa'k of vdilehi I.
cliwttecl fat wi'lae or in aniajir aisot Ivy thme I i'aIe K8titti'Nor sfit' delirtiiel (Pt laccvc
I hereof. toi oiaaitalaitt lit fiftyi' ianna'r or by3 fift aiaaentii,, to lilt)- othe ltei'iaP'n
wltoan much'l olllerar air ei'fltoi-ve knoiws or latait renson it Iflee~ to lie nil algent or
rolifiepellat lie of tally forn'Ii galt'lrlaat'st oir ORa ofire'ar far atla'alieir tr wiaay coawa
runilat organation asine 'lel In ltralagaaali (5) ot vipi-.'i i apt tilals ftitle. tally
Inftormantion of t ild wiaiab ~icanl haveo lia'a'a dlisied Iv lte Presidetant (in It 't
lik ha linat of noymar u ae pa tirtmaeant. flgella'Y. 01' a'orarto l la ilt the la ntaoarov'iaof f ile
Proasll a m tIT14N 11 aifsalgi le. aaa'a-arl fo ar Iff l ii i a') 1 at i, knaowi ' if- h aig
n'aaaooa if$ k atuiv 1111 taa lioh lortaauailai lit tio -mi'qt SE .Inil li'aI. aatilesm vpiib situ a't
pa' r'iiloloirl'a Moia I lit ia' hoiaaaai seia'l (oa13'i a nolioilze' 1.3'y lilt- I ai',laidel. ci- fiy lilt'

iiaaai afi list- ata'iarlioe ia'ir tta'la'. fir taipniilo atoly wiv Ii filtl (ilfla'ti air iillapea'a
to nlttayaSeiI to suatkeindslol dise~losure of atachat tIaorkatoa.
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